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Chapter 3

5LP379

by Noreen R. Fritz and Linda Honeycutt

INTRODUCTION

5LP379 is a single component Pueblo I habitation site
located on Blue Mesa near the Animas Air Park south of
Durango, Colorado (see Figure 1-1).  Various excavation
and survey projects have been undertaken on the site
over the years, mostly relating to the series of natural
gas pipelines that cut through portions of the site.  From
this work, the site is known to contain two pithouses, a
poorly preserved roomblock and the remnants of a
midden (see Figure 3-1).  There is no evidence of any
earlier or later components to the site.  5LP379 represents
the latest Anasazi occupation of the Durango area.

Previous Archaeological Work

Site 5LP379 was initially recorded during the Blue Mesa
Inventory in 1974.  An adobe rubble mound, pithouse
depression and midden deposit were observed (Hibbets
1975).  The site was dated to the Pueblo I time period
(750-900 AD) by the presence of a Piedra Black-on-White
ceramic.

The El Paso Northwest Gas Pipeline was constructed
through the southwest portion of the site in 1955 and
apparently disturbed portions of the roomblock during
construction.  Some salvage excavations were conducted
at that time but never officially reported on.

In 1980, the Mid-America Pipeline Corporation
constructed a natural gas pipeline through another
portion of the site.  Woods Canyon was contracted to
conduct data recovery at 5LP379 prior to construction.
These data recovery operations resulted in a completely
excavated pithouse and a partially excavated roomblock
(Adams 1982: 2-21 to 2-31).

The pithouse (Pitstructure 1) was nearly circular with a
slight indentation in the southeast wall where the
ventilator tunnel entered the structure.  The pithouse
did not contain a bench or wingwalls.  It did, however,
have four main support posts arranged in a square
configuration in the floor.  Other floor features included
a central hearth, two sipapus, a storage bin, a probable
warming pit and several small pit features of unknown
function.  The floor artifact assemblage indicated several
functionally distinct activity areas, mainly for food
processing, food storage and bone tool manufacturing.
Tree-ring dating of the pithouse suggests that this
structure was built approximately 831 AD with possible
remodeling or repair occurring around 839 AD.

The poorly preserved remains of a rectangular surface
room (Surface Structure 1) were excavated within the
area identified as the adobe rubble mound.  The only
architectural remains identified were two cobble
alignments and an alignment of burned posts.  No
occupation surface, floor or features were found in
association with these alignments.  The structure appears
to have burned.

Test excavations in the midden deposits (Feature 1)
extended to a depth of 95 cm below the modern ground
surface.  These deposits exhibited heavy disturbance,
most likely from prior pipeline activities and tree
clearing.  Flaked lithics, groundstone, ceramic and faunal
materials were recovered from the trash deposit.

Methodology

Fieldwork was conducted at 5LP379 between February
24 and April 9, 1999.  Excavations were supervised by
Noreen R. Fritz (Crew Chief) and directed by Jerry
Fetterman (Project Director).  Crewmembers consisted
of Gary Duncan, Nancy Eisenhauer, Gary Ethridge,
Bryan Karchut, Joshua Jones, Ewa Krawkowska and Jim
Hampson.

Figure 3-1. Plan map of 5LP379 showing both 1980
and 1999 excavations.
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Before excavations were begun at 5LP379, an arbitrary
grid was established over the area to be excavated.  Grid
north was established in line with the proposed MAPL
centerline which was labeled as the East 101 line; the East
104 line was established on the existing pipeline which
was constructed in 1980.  As no grid points or datums
were in place from the previous excavations, the 1999
excavations established a new grid and associated datums.
The pithouse depression from the 1980 excavations was
still visible and mapped onto the site map.

Previous auger testing had indicated that a pithouse was
located along the proposed MAPL centerline.  For this
reason, 1m x 2m units were hand-excavated along the
centerline every four meters within the area of previous
auger testing (see Figure 3-1).

During excavation of these units, culturally modified soils
were only found to a depth of 40 cm below the modern
ground surface, instead of pithouse fill as was expected.
It was determined that these units represent the
remnants of a midden deposit, the upper level of which
has most likely been removed by blading and pipeline
activities. These units were excavated stratigraphically
and all fill was completely screened.

After completion of the excavation units a bucket auger
was obtained to conduct more probes to the (grid) north of
the excavation units along the centerline.  Deep waterlain
deposits and culturally modified soils were eventually
encountered approximately 10 meters north of the
northernmost excavation unit, indicating the possible
presence of a pithouse.  Auger holes were placed along
the centerline to the north and also expanded to the east
and west until the limits of the subsurface structure were
defined.  A hand-excavated trench was established along
the proposed MAPL centerline; it measured 6 meters long
by 0.5 meters wide.  A 2 m by 0.5 m section was completely
screened through quarter-inch hardware cloth to obtain a
sample of the artifactual material present in the post-
abandonment fill of the structure.

When excavation of the hand trench was terminated, a
backhoe was obtained and two Williams Field Service
employees arrived at the site to monitor the ground-
disturbing activities.  This was due to the presence of
several live gas lines in the vicinity of the proposed
centerline.  The backhoe was utilized initially to remove
the fill from the eastern half of the pitstructure.  At this
point, the stratigraphic profile of the hand trench was
exposed and a scale map was drawn with photographs
taken.  The upper fill in the western half of the structure
was then removed by backhoe.  At this point, hand
clearing was done until the walls and bench was defined
and the top of the roof-fall material was exposed (see
Figure 3-2).  Approximately 10 centimeters of fill were
left on top of the bench surface. Since the bench was
present along all but the south wall and appeared to pinch
out on the eastern and western edges, it was divided into
thirds for excavation purposes (western 1/3, eastern 1/3
and the northern 1/3).  All bench fill was screened through
quarter-inch mesh.

A somewhat unconventional approach to dividing up the
floor area for fill clearing was done for this pithouse.
The area behind the wingwalls and deflector were a
discreet excavation unit.  A 2 x2 meter area was opened
up around the central hearth and associated activity
areas and three additional floor units were established
to the north, west and east which roughly correspond
with the boundaries defined for the three bench level
units.  In this manner the activity areas of the structure
can be more accurately defined.

The methodology employed for excavation of the
roomblock area was a little different than that used for
defining the pithouse.  Initially, auger probes were placed
along the proposed MAPL centerline north of the
pitstructure and then expanded out to the east and west
along established grid lines.  These augers revealed the
presence of burned adobe and charcoal.  As excavation
on the pitstructure began to wind down, 2 x 2-meter units
were excavated along the centerline in the area thought
to contain a roomblock.  Since no rooms with definable
parameters could be discerned, the entire area was
opened up as a block excavation concentrating on the
centerline area.

Data recovery conducted at 5LP379 was initiated due to
the discovery of intact buried cultural deposits during
soil auger testing in fall of 1998.  From the findings of
this testing, it was recommended that excavations be
undertaken at the site prior to the construction of the
pipeline.

Figure 3-2.  Photograph showing hand-clearing of
walls in Pitstructure 2.

SITE SETTING

Natural Environment

Site 5LP379 is located at an elevation of 2024m (6640 ft)
in the south-central portion of Blue Mesa at the base of
a low ridge.  The mesa is a sizeable remnant of an ancient
Animas River terrace.  Pleistocene cobbles eroding from
the slopes provided abundant lithic materials to the
prehistoric inhabitants of the area (see Figure 3-3).
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Prehistorically, the area was probably a pinyon-juniper
woodland as it is today (although the immediate site area
was cleared of trees during the 1960’s).  Vegetation
presently observed on site include sage, rabbitbrush and
various grasses. This environment probably supported a
diverse population of wild game.

A thick deposit of red loess overlies the top of Blue Mesa
and its moisture-holding abilities make it very attractive
for dryland farming.  The nearest permanent water
source is Basin Creek, which lies 650 meters to the
northwest.  The Animas River is located approximately
1100 meters to the southeast.  Access to both of these
permanent water sources would have involved
treacherous climbs down the sides of the mesa.  Hibbits
(1975) suggested that a large seasonally flowing drainage
that he refers to as the South Arroyo may have provided
a permanent water source for the inhabitants of Blue
Mesa; prehistorically this drainage might have flowed
year-round.

Mesa is covered with a thick layer of rich loess soils, which
hold moisture and are quite suitable to dryland farming.
This may have provided a refuge for local corn
agriculturalists during the dry period shortly after the
early 800’s (ibid).

Figure 3-3.  Photographic overview of site area.

Cultural Environment

5LP379 was part of a large prehistoric community of
Basketmaker III-Pueblo I habitation sites on Blue Mesa.
One survey of the area (Fuller 1988) revealed some
startling patterns of occupation on Blue Mesa.  A high
degree of clustering was noted in which most or all of
the habitation units comprised a single large settlement
cluster.  This high density of prehistoric use for Blue Mesa
is truly unique for the Durango area; in fact, it may
exceed the density of any group of contemporaneous sites
in southwest Colorado (see Figure 3-4).

A comparison of settlement pattern data from nearby
Ridges Basin with the distribution of habitation sites on
Blue Mesa reveals that the cluster of sites on Blue Mesa
is nearly three times larger than the largest cluster known
to exist in Ridges Basin.  A plausible explanation for this
enormous contemporaneous cluster of sites focuses on
regional patterns of precipitation and soil quality.  In the
Durango area by the early 800’s the annual precipitation
may have fallen below 14 inches.  This, in conjunction
with poor soils in the Ridges Basin vicinity, may have
forced an abandonment of the area.  In comparison, Blue
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RESULTS

5LP379 consists of a single Pueblo I component.  One
pithouse (Structure 2), remnants of the roomblock (Surface
Structure 2) and test units in the midden (Feature 1) were
excavated one this project (see Figure 3-1).

Site Stratigraphy

The general stratigraphy for the site area is comprised of
red loessic soils, which overly an ancient river terrace made
up of Pleistocene cobbles.  The general site stratigraphy
consisted of an upper stratum of loosely compacted silty
sand that had been heavily disturbed by pipeline blading
activities.  Beneath this was the undisturbed presumed
culturally modified soils that were composed of charcoal
stained silty loam.  The prehistoric ground surface resided
below this second stratum and was generally distinguished
as a definable break between the culturally modified soils
and the culturally sterile soils underneath.

Figure 3-4.  Distribution map of Basketmaker III-
Pueblo I habitation sites on Blue Mesa (from Fetterman

and Honeycutt 1982  after Hibbits 1975).
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Anasazi Component

Pueblo I

A single Pueblo I component is present at 5LP379.  The
pithouse and surface structure excavated in 1980 are very
likely contemporaneous with the pithouse and surface
room excavated in 1999.  In fact, both surface rooms may
have been part of a contiguous line of rooms located north
of both pithouses.  Since no permanent reference points
from the 1980 excavations were present the two
excavated portions of the site were tied together by
mapping of the remaining surface evidence.

The 1999 excavations completely excavated and
documented a Pueblo I pithouse and all associated
interior features.  Tree-ring dates indicate construction
occurred in AD 808. The D-shaped structure had a bench
present around three sides. The bench contained several
whole ceramic vessels, ground stone tools, and sandal
fragments.  On the floor, adobe wingwalls and an adobe-
covered metate deflector were present along the south
in front of the ventilator opening.

In addition, a portion of the roomblock was excavated,
uncovering a cobble-and-adobe wall footer and eight
postholes.  Excavation units were also placed in the
midden area south of the pitstructure.

Pithouse (Structure 2)

Length:  4.90m (excluding ventilator)
Width:  6.47m
Depth:  2.50m (below modern ground surface)

General Description

Pitstructure 2 was a “D” shaped structure excavated into
the natural substrate on a mesa top.  The pithouse had a
bench that wrapped three quarters of the way around
the interior of the structure.  Along the south wall was a
ventilator opening which had a column of coping placed
vertically across the mouth to bisect the opening in two.
Behind the opening was a tunnel that led to a vertical
chimney opening.  In front of the vent opening was a
deflector constructed from a metate set into the floor
along one long edge and covered with adobe.  Two adobe
wing walls enclosed the southern section of the floor area
(see Figure 3-5).

Four main support posts were present in a “square”
configuration in the floor.  The two southern posts were
also integral into the wingwalls.  Other floor features
included the central hearth, two probable ash pits on the
north and south edges of it, a warming pit, a sipapu,
small post (loom) holes, small post “divots”, pot rests,
floor grooves, an adobe wall bin and an inhumation.  The
bench surface contained seven inset wooden beams
probably used as pegs for hanging domestic items.

A total of five sealed or “closed-out” features were
identified in the floor surface.  Each feature consisted of

a pit sealed with an application of adobe plaster.  Two of
these features were adjacent to the hearth and were
sealed with the application of an adobe hearth collar.  The
presence of these sealed features may indicate an episode
of remodeling reflecting the changing needs of the
inhabitants (see Figure 3-6).

Architecture

The pitstructure was built by an enormous amount of
excavation into the red sterile loess using little more than
digging sticks.  The general shape including the bench
was carved out of the soil and then plastering was applied
to the upper walls, bench surface, lower walls and floor.
Coping was applied to the hearth rim, warming pit rim
and the sipapu.  The plaster on the floor and hearth
surface was quite thin; it construction may have required
nothing more than applying water to the clay soils and
smoothing them.

Four main support posts were placed in a square
configuration inside of the inner structure walls.  The
marks from the digging sticks on the interior were still
apparent when they were excavated.  These four main
support posts supported a framework of pinyon and
juniper beams that made up the roof.  The outside of
these roofing beams was likely sealed with a mud plaster,
much of which was apparent during excavation of the
roof-fall material near the floor.

The roof of this structure was strong enough to support
human weight and various activities obviously took place
in this area.  This is evidenced by the concentration of
four metates and a hatch cover, which were located at
the top of the roof-fall level above the floor.  The roof of
Pitstructure 2 near the smoke-hole entry was utilized as
a food processing area.

Stratigraphy

Pitstructure 2 appears to have filled in slowly over time
with wind- and water-deposited soils.  The structure was
burned, and after abandonment the natural processes of
soil deposition took over and gradually filled in the
depression.  The stratigraphy of Pitstructure 2 consisted
of four major stratigraphic units (see Figure 3-7).
Although at the time of initial site recordation, there was
no surface evidence of a depression, this may be
attributable to the blading activities associated with
previous pipeline construction and tree-clearing.

Stratum 4

Stratum 4 was the lowermost stratum above the floor of
the structure and was the definable roof-fall level.  This
stratum was composed of dark charcoal stained silty loam
with large amounts of burned adobe and charcoal pieces
and chunks.  Also present in this level were artifacts and
intact carbonized roof beams, many samples of which
were collected for tree-ring dating.
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Figure 3-5.  Plan and profile maps of Pitstructure 2.
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Pithouse Roof Activity Area  A discreet activity
area was once situated on top of the pithouse roof.  When
the structure burned and collapsed, this activity area
was displaced into the interior of the pithouse, where it
came to rest above the floor (see Figure 3-8).  Identified
as Stratum 4, this deposit contained numerous burned
beams and artifacts (see Table 3-1).

The most notable group of artifacts here was
concentration of broken and complete metates (PLs 25-
29) that had originally been clustered around the smoke-
hole roof-top entrance to the pithouse.  Also present was
the shaped sandstone slab (PL 47) that served as the
smoke-hole cover to keep out rain and debris (see Figure
3-9).  These artifacts suggest that during good weather,
the roof served as a food-processing locale.

The numerous roof beams indicate that the Pueblo I
people built their pithouse using juniper, ponderosa pine
and pinyon pine wood.  Dendrochronological analysis of
these beams suggests that Pithouse 2 was constructed
in approximately 807 AD.

Figure 3-6.  Photograph of Pitstructure 2 after excavation.
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Figure 3-8.  Plan map of pithouse roof activity area
(Stratum 4).
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Due to the impossibility of identifying the exact location
of the activity area surface, a number of smaller artifacts
found within Stratum 4 were not point-located.  Ceramics
included 74 Rosa Brown clay pellets and 22 sherds (1 Abajo
Red-on-orange, 18 Plain gray, 2 Rosa Gray and 1
indeterminate red).  Flaked lithics consist of two cores,
one siltstone flake tool fragment, a siltstone dart point
and 13 pieces of debitage (1 quartzite, 2 chert, 2 basalt, 7
siltstone, 1 jasper).  The presence of these artifacts
suggests that the pithouse roof was also used for activities
such as flintknapping and possibly pottery manufacturing.

During the 1980 MAPCO excavations of Pitstructure 1, a
similar multifunctional-use activity area was identified
on the roof of the pithouse.  In that case, four metates
were also recovered from on top of the roof-fall.  In addition,
a large number of polishing stones and flaked lithic
artifacts were found.  This assemblage indicates that food
grinding, lithic tool production and polishing of ceramics
was undertaken on the rooftop of Pitstructure 1.

Stratum 3

Stratum 3 represented waterlain deposits and was
differentiated into substratum’s 3A and 3B for profiling
purposes.  (The stratum was largely removed by backhoe
so this division was not used for excavation.)  Stratum
3A was a reddish-brown sequential waterlain deposit of
silt that was very compacted.  Laminations were visible
in this deposit.  Stratum 3B was the same as 3A except
for secondarily deposited alluvial fill that was deposited
with the upper wall collapse.  This substratum did not
exhibit as much evidence of water deposition.  Stratum
3B was only visible along the north end of the structure
profile near the bench wall.

Artifacts recovered from Stratum 3 consisted of plain gray
jar body sherds along with some indeterminate ceramic
fragments.  Lithic debitage was composed of four fragments
of mottled chert, basalt and limestone.  Faunal material
collected from this excavated portion of the stratum was
comprised of jackrabbit, ground squirrel and deer bone.

Stratum 2

Stratum 2 consisted of charcoal stained (dark grayish
brown) silty loam, which was highly organic.  This soil
moisture was higher than the surrounding strata and
contained small adobe and charcoal pieces.  This soil
exhibited heavy rodent disturbance.  Artifacts recovered
from this level include plain jar body sherds, San Juan
Redware jar and bowl body sherds and flaked lithic
debitage of quartzite, basalt and silicified wood.

Stratum 2B was the lower section of the excavated stratum
and contained a Rose Spring/Anasazi projectile point that
was corner notched with a stemmed base.  Lithic debitage
included limestone, quartzite and mottled chert.  Ceramics
recovered from this level included San Juan redware, pre-
Pueblo II black-on-white, Upper San Juan white ware,
plain jar rim and body sherds.  Three fragments of
cottontail rabbit bone made up the faunal assemblage.

Figure 3-9.  Photograph of metate concentration
(PLs 25-29) in roof activity area.

Table 3-1.  Artifacts Point-located on Pithouse Roof
Activity Area (Stratum 4)

PD 26
PL #

Description

1 dendro: juniper (0680 p-0807 rB)

2 dendro: juniper (0684 p-0808 +vv)

3 dendro: ponderosa pine (0717 p-0788 vv)

4 dendro: ponderosa pine (0706 p-0788 vv)

5 1 indeterminate pipe rim sherd

6 dendro: juniper (0680 p-0804 ++rr)

7 dendro: pinyon pine (0577 p-0778 ++vv)

8 dendro: juniper (0612 ±p-0774 ++vv)

9 dendro: juniper (0687 ±p-0804 +rB)

10 dendro: ponderosa pine (0710 p-0806 r)

11 dendro: ponderosa pine (0765 p-0807 r)

12 dendro: ponderosa pine

13 dendro: juniper (0700 p-0786 +vv)

14 1 Brushy Basin chert shaped/ground tool, complete

15 dendro: ponderosa pine

16 dendro: juniper (0687 ±p-0803 r)

17 dendro: juniper (0710-0781 r)

18 >200 Zea mays kernel

19 dendro: ponderosa pine

20 dendro: ponderosa pine (0726 p-0781 vv)

21 dendro: juniper (0761 p-0807 r)

22 dendro: ponderosa pine (0761-0807 vv)

23 1 deer/sheep/pronghorn tibia, 15 fragments, calcined, cut marks on
tuberosity

24 dendro: juniper

25 1 sandstone trough metate, nearly complete, in 5 pieces

26 1 quartzite shaped/ground tool, complete

27 1 sandstone slab metate, end portion

28 1 quartzite trough metate, nearly complete

29 1 quartzite slab metate, complete

30 1 gaming piece from large mammal bone fragment, charred, shaped,
highly polished

31 dendro: juniper (0760 p-0808 vv)

32 dendro: ponderosa pine

33 dendro: ponderosa pine (0705 p-0781 vv)

34 dendro: juniper (0710 ±p-0804 r)

35 dendro: ponderosa pine (0776 p-0807 r)

36 dendro: ponderosa pine (0760 p-0808 +r)

37 dendro: no info

38 dendro: no info

39 1 calcaneus and 1 charred tibia fragment of deer/sheep/pronghorn;
1 humerous fragment of cottontail

40 1 quartzite abrader; 1 silicified wood shaped/ground tool

43 dendro: ponderosa pine (0701 p-0788 v)

44 dendro: juniper (0690 ±p-0807 r)

45 Zea mays kernels (17 complete, 85 fragments)

46 dendro: juniper (0686 p-0784 +r)

47 1 sandstone shaped architectural stone, complete in 6 pieces,
probably hatch cover
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Stratum 1

Stratum 1 was the uppermost level, which encompassed
the entire site area.  This soil was a loosely consolidated
silty sand that contained fragments of burned adobe and
charcoal flecking.  The soil had a fairly dry consistency
and has been heavily disturbed by pipeline blading
activities.  Artifacts that were recovered from this level
include Chapin Gray jar body and rim sherds, plain jar
handle and body sherds, flaked lithic debitage composed
of limestone, mottled chert and basalt.

Artifacts recovered from the post-abandonment fill of the
structure consisted mainly of trash, which was slowly
deposited into the structure over time as it filled in.  The
nature of the artifactual material suggests that it is
contemporaneous with the Pueblo I occupation of 5LP379.

Floor

The floor of Pitstructure 2 was finished with smoothed
clay plastering, which was hardened with use and the
subsequent fire at the time of abandonment.

Artifacts

Almost 100 artifacts were point-located on the floor surface
of the pithouse (see Table 3-2 and Figure 3-10).  Flaked
lithics, ground stone, non-human bone, sandal fragments,
ceramic vessels and shaped slabs were found on the
surface.  In addition, numerous wooden beam fragments

Table 3-2. Artifacts Point-located on Floor of Structure 2
82 W 1 quartzite trough metate 24.21

83 W 1 sandstone unifacial two-hand mano (probably from bench) 24.22

84 W 1 quartzite unifacial two-hand mano (probably from bench) 24.23

85 W 1 sandstone two-hand mano (probably from bench) 24.25

86 W mano, not analyzed (probably from bench)

106 W 2 quartzite debitage flakes 24.45

125 W Rosa Brown sherd 24.64

127 W 1 obsidian debitage flake 24.66

131 W 1 jasper debitage flake 24.70

136 W 1 basalt debitage flake 24.75

144 W 1 chert unknown projectile point 24.83

145 W 1 quartzite spherical/knapping hammer (probably from bench) 24.84

146 W 1 limestone debitage flake 24.85

147 W 1 sandstone slab/pallet, incomplete in 3 pieces 24.86

BW=behind wingwalls; E=eastern; H=hearth; N=northern; np=not plotted; W=western

PL # Section Description PD.Bag

62 N 1 chert dart point 24.1

67 N 1 yucca-leaf plaited sandal, 75% complete 24.6

68 N 1 jasper debitage flake 24.7

75 N 1 sandstone milling implement fragment 24.14

93 N  Zea mays cob fragment 24.32

111 N 5 intact Zea mays cob midsections 24.50

112 N 1 jasper debitage flake 24.51

113 N 1 chert debitage flake 24.52

114 N 8 jasper debitage flakes 24.53

115 N 1 gaming piece from large mammal bone (patella?) fragment 24.54

116 N yucca-and-sumac coiled basket fragments 24.55

118 N 1 sandstone comal/piki stone 24.57

143 N 1 sandstone shaped disk 24.82

70 np dendro:  ponderosa pine (0624 p-0786 v) 24.9

74 np dendro: ponderosa pine (0730 p-0788 vv) 24.13

91 np dendro: ponderosa pine 24.30

92 np dendro: ponderosa pine (0721 p-0788 r) 24.31

101 np dendro: ponderosa pine (0744 p-0788 r) 24.40

119 np dendro: ponderosa pine (0654 p-0761 ++v) 24.58

120 np dendro sample 24.59

121 np dendro: juniper (0688-0807 r) 24.60

122 np dendro: ponderosa pine (0728 p-0788 r) 24.61

124 np dendro: juniper (0705 ±p-0807 rB) 24.63

132 np dendro: juniper (0736-0816 r) 24.71

134 np pollen sample under PL 118: Quercus, Pinus edulis-type,
Pinus ponderosa-type, Juniperus, Artemisia, Cheno-am,
Cleome, Gramineae, High- and Low-spine Compositae and
Umbelliferae pollen

24.73

135 np bulk soil sample 34 3-4

141 np bulk soil sample under  PL 138: amorphous frothy material;
Zea mays cupule; Prunus virginianus endocarp

24.80

142 np pollen sample under PL 138 24.81

58 W 1 Chapin Black-on-white bowl (Vessel #3) 25.7

59 W 1 Chapin Black-on-white bowl (Vessel 2) 25.6

63 W 1 yucca leaf plaited sandal fragment 24.2

64 W 1 Rosa Brown sherd 24.3

76 W flake, not analysed

77 W 1 chert flake tool reamer 24.16

78 W 1 quartzite spherical masonry hammer 24.17

79 W ground stone, not analysed

80 W 1 basalt debitage flake 24.19

81 W 1 quartzite debitage flake 24.20

PL # Section Description PD.Bag

129 np Organic 24.68

60 np 1 Rosa Brown pipe (Vessel #8) 25.4

61 np 1 bead made from Plain gray body sherd 25.5

65 BW 3 basalt debitage flakes 24.4

66 BW 3 basalt debitage flakes 24.5

69 BW 1 limestone debitage flake 24.8

71 BW 1 basalt debitage flake 24.10

72 BW 1 quartzite debitage flake 24.11

73 BW 2 Plain gray sherds 24.12

87 BW 1 basalt debitage flake 24.26

88 BW 1 basalt debitage flake 24.27

89 BW 1 jasper debitage flake 24.28

90 BW 1 quartzite debitage flake 24.29

94 BW 1 quartzite debitage flake 24.33

95 BW 1 quartzite debitage flake 24.34

96 BW 1 quartzite multidirectional core 24.35

97 BW 1 jasper debitage flake 24.36

98 BW 1 yucca-fiber twined sandal, 50% complete 24.37

99 BW 1 chert debitage flake 24.38

104 BW 1 chert angular hammer 24.43

105 BW 1 chert debitage flake 24.44

107 BW 1 sandstone bifacial one-hand mano 24.46

108 BW 1 sandstone comal/piki stone 24.47

109 BW 1 sandstone trough metate, in 2 pieces 24.48

110 BW 1 quartzite multidirectional core 24.49

140 BW 1 sandstone shaped/ground tool 24.79

100 E 9 pieces of deer bone

102 E 1 granite two-hand mano 24.41

103 E 1 quartzite spherical/knapping hammer 24.42

117 E 1 Moccasin Gray sherd, 20 Plain gray sherds 24.56

130 E NFL, not analysed 24.69

138 E 1 sandstone comal/piki stone; TEA=turkey 24.77

139 E 1 sandstone slab metate 24.78

123 H 1 quartzite debitage flake 24.62

126 H 1 chert debitage flake 24.65

128 H 1 limestone debitage flake 24.67

133 H hammerstone, not analysed 24.72

137 H 1 quartzite trough metate 24.76

from the roof were in direct contact with the floor; many
samples of these were collected for tree-ring dating.  The
majority of artifacts were located close to the walls of the
pithouse.  Several of these artifacts probably fell from the
bench at the time of structural collapse.

Northern Section.  The northern section of the
pithouse may have been used for gaming and food
preparation activities.  A total of eight bone gaming pieces
were recovered from this section; six were found in the
10 centimeters of fill above the floor, one was found on
the floor (PL 115) and one was recovered from the roof-
fall (see discussion above of Stratum 4, PL 30).  Food
preparation activities may have been conducted near the
wall bin (Feature 101) and along the northern wall.

A portion of a coiled basket (PL 116) collected from the
floor was later determined to be part of the basket
recovered from Feature 104.
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Figure 3-10.  Plan map of Pitstructure 2 showing floor and bench artifacts and features.
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Western Section.  A concentration of ceramic
vessels (PLs 58-59) and manos (PL 83-86) was located in
the extreme south corner of the pithouse.  These items
had probably been stored on the bench just above, and
were knocked to the floor by falling roof material when
the pithouse collapsed.

Behind Wing Walls.  Several activities are
suggested by the artifacts behind (southeast of) the wing
walls.  Flintknapping is indicated by concentrations of
debitage, two cores and a hammerstone.  Two sandal
fragments were recovered from this area of the pithouse;
one was one the floor (PL 98) and the other was in the
fill above the floor (no PL).  Since one was twined and
the other was plaited, they were not apparently a pair.
However, their presence suggests this may have been an
area where people left their shoes.  The presence of two
manos and a metate suggest food processing or ground
stone tool storage also took place behind the wing walls.

Eastern Section.  The eastern section apparently
functioned as a cooking and food processing area.
Artifacts related to these activities are a piki stone (PL
138), metate (PL 139), mano (PL 102), hammerstone (PL
103), and nine fragments of deer bone (PL 100).

Features

The pithouse contained about two dozen features (see
Figure 3-5).  The largest one was the bench (Feature 100)
which encircled three-quarters of the structure.  Other
important structural features were the central hearth
(Feature 107), the four main support postholes (Features
108, 110, 117 and 134), the deflector (Feature 111), the
east and west wingwalls (Features 135 and 136) and the
ventilator system (Feature 106).  The skeletal remains
of an adult human (Feature 102) were found in the
southern corner; these remains were associated with the
burning and abandonment of the pithouse.

Bench (Feature 100).  The bench encircled three-
quarters of the inner perimeter of Structure 2.  It averaged
50 cm in width, and pinched out and met the outer wall
where both wing-walls met the southern wall.  The bench
surface did not maintain a consistent level; the northern
third was approximately 20 cm lower than the western
and eastern thirds.  Adobe plaster was applied to the
bench surface; it ranged between 0.75-1.5 cm in thickness.
The bench surface was heavily burned during the
structure fire and was, as a result, quite friable and
extensively cracked.  The bench was most likely utilized
as a storage area when the pithouse was occupied.

More than four dozen artifacts were recovered from the
bench surface (see Table 3-3 and Figure 3-10).  Three
artifact concentrations were defined on the bench.  All
three appeared to represent the storage of food and food
processing equipment.  The northern concentration was
located at the northern-most curve of the bench, where a
collection of one ceramic bowl (PL 2), one mano (PL 25)
and one metate (PL 53) was located.  The pine-needle
broom, also stored here, may have been used to sweep

ground meal from the metate into the bowl.  Just below
this on the floor was a pot rest (Feature 103) containing
several corncobs. The western concentration was located
just above the adobe wall bin (Feature 101).  This
consisted of a collection of three pottery vessels (PLs 11,
12, 13), mammal bones (PLs 7, 10, 54), corn (PL 10), a
piki (cooking) stone (PL 16), and manos (PLs 14 and 38).
The southern concentration was located in the southern-
most corner of the pithouse.  About half of the artifacts

Table 3-3. Artifacts Point-located on Bench
(Feature 100)

PD 23.
PL #

Section Description

20 n.p. 1 quartzite angular hammer, complete

21 E 1 quartzite minimally ground stone, margin portion

22b E metate/mortar; not analyzed

23 E 1 arkose comal or piki stone, margin portion

1 N 3 fragments of multi-use pointed bone tool from indeterm large
mammal

2 N 11 sherds (5 Chapin Gray jar rim; 6 Mancos Gray jar neck);         
1 bowl or seed jar, stolen (Vessel #13)

6 N 3 fragments of plaited yucca leaf sandal, charred

7 N 30 fragments of indeterm large mammal bone

8 N 1 jasper debitage flake

9 N 1 Plain gray jar body sherd

10 N carbonized corn kernels and 1 complete faunal bone

11 N 1 Chapin Gray style globular necked jar, stolen (Vessel #12)

12 N 1 Chapin Gray style jar, stolen (Vessel #10)

13 N 1 Chapin Gray style seed jar, stolen (Vessel #11)

14 N 1 quartzite two-hand mano, complete

15 N 1 sndstone slab or pallet, medial portion

16 N 1 sandstone comal or piki stone, end portion

22a N 1 Plain gray jar body sherd

24 N pollen sample from under PL 25 mano

25 N 1 quartzite two-hand mano, complete

28 N 1 jasper multidirectional core, end portion

29 N 1 jasper debitage flake

30 N cobble fragment, minimally ground

31 N 1 Plain gray jar body sherd

32 N 1 Plain gray jar body sherd

33 N 1 Plain gray jar body sherd

34 N 1 quartzite debitage flake

35 N 1 limestone debitage flake

36 N 1 jasper debitage flake

37 N fragment of indeterminate large mammal bone

38 N 1 sandstone cobble mano

39 N 1 sandstone shaped disk, medial portion

49 N 1 pine-needle broom of yucca fiber and ponderosa pine needles,
complete, charred

50 N 1 basalt unidirectional core, end fragment

51 N 1 quartzite debitage flake

52 N 1 Chapin Gray jar rim sherd, possibly part of stolen vessel PL 2

53 N 1 sandstone slab metate, medial fragment

54 N fragment of indeterminate large mammal bone

55 N 1 Plain gray jar body sherd; 8 sherds not analyzed

56 N 1 quartzite debitage flake

57 N 1 quartzite debitage flake

3 W 1 Chapin Black-on-white bowl (Vessel #4)

4 W 1 Chapin Black-on-white bowl (Vessel #2); 1 Chapin Gray pitcher
(Vessel #5); soil sample contained 1 chert flake and 1 faunal bone

5 W 1 Rosa Brown lateral spout effigy (Vessel #7)

17 W 3 fragments of plaited yucca-leaf sandal, charred, poor condition

18 W 1 sandstone cobble mano, pecked, battered and polished, complete

19 W 1 sandstone unifacial two-hand mano, complete, in two pieces

26 W 1 Plain gray bowl body sherd

27 W 1 Plain gray jar body sherd

40 W feather wrapped cordage (remains of  feather blanket?) of yucca
fiber and turkey feather quills

41 W 1 Rosa Brown miniature ladle handle

42 W 1 sandstone slab or pallet, medial portion

43 W 2 siltstone debitage flakes

44 W 3 jasper debitage flakes

45 W 1 quartzite debitage flake

46 W corn from beneath PL 42

47 W 1 quartzite polished cobble, complete

48 W 7 debitage flakes (1 basalt, 4 jasper, 2 quartzite)

E=eastern; N=northern; W=western
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were still sitting on the bench; the other half had
apparently fallen to the floor when the pithouse burned
and collapsed.  The items still on the bench consisted of
two Chapin Black-on-white bowls (PLs 3, 4), a Chapin
Gray pitcher (PL 4), two manos (PLs 18, 19) and corn
(PL 46).  The items knocked to the floor (see Table 3-2)
consisted of two more Chapin Black-on-white bowls, four
manos and a hammerstone.

Other items scattered on the bench surface but not
included in the three main artifact concentrations were
pieces of lithic debitage (basalt, jasper, quartzite and
limestone), a hammerstone, a sandstone slab or pallet,
numerous fragments of large mammal bone, pieces of a
Chapin Gray jar, and feather-wrapped cordage, possibly
the remains of a turkey feather blanket.

The ten centimeters of fill located just above the bench
also contained items associated with the bench surface.
From this fill were recovered Chapin Gray and plain gray
jar sherds, a plaited yucca-leaf sandal fragment, flaked
lithic debitage (chert, jasper and obsidian) and more than
30 pieces of animal bone (large mammal, deer, cottontail
rabbit and prairie dog).

Eight features originated on the bench; all of these were
located in the northern half of the bench surface.  Seven
of these were inset beams or beam sockets, thought to
have served as pegs or sticks for hanging household items
off the front of the bench.  Four of these seven still
contained the remains of juniper limbs; these four were
assigned feature numbers and are described below from
west to east.  The eighth feature was a post socket of
unknown, but non-structural, function.

Inset Beam (Feature 126)  Feature 126 was a
linear trench within which a small-sized juniper limb
was set horizontally into the bench surface.  The sides
and bottom of the slot were composed of a combination
of prepared bench plaster and native sterile orange loess
(see Figure 3-11).  Remnants of the rotted beam were
recovered from the fill of the feature, which were mixed
with roof-fall material.  Originally, the beam probably
extended beyond the bench face and provided a peg on
which to hang items.

Inset Beam (Feature 116)  Feature 116 consists
of a 4-5 cm-diameter juniper limb which was formally set
within the bench surface at the north end of Structure 2.
This juniper limb was oriented across and perpendicular
to the run of the bench surface.  The limb was secured in
the groove of the bench with plaster and extended into
the rear wall of the bench.  The exposed portion of the
inset limb was burned and fragmented while the under
side of the limb was unburned and rotted.

Inset Beam (Feature 120)  Feature 120 consists
of the partially burned remains of a medium-sized juniper
limb which was plastered into the bench surface with
the fragmented remains of one end protruding out toward
the edge of the bench.  Additional plaster other than that
forming the bench surface was also noted around the

Figure 3-11.  Photograph of beam slot (Feature 126) in
bench surface.

wooden beam and may represent a remodeling or shoring-
up event where the integrity of the beam socket was
strengthened.  This feature was in use at the time of
Structure 2 abandonment.

Inset Beam (Feature 121)  Feature 121 was
another juniper beam, which was inset into the bench
surface along the east wall approximately 3 cm below
the bench surface and was 5 cm long.  The post was set
longitudinally into the bench surface perpendicular to
the length of the bench.  Plaster was applied over the
top of the beam to form a continuous bench surface.

Post Socket (Feature 122)  Feature 122 was a
small posthole socket which was set at an angle in the
bench.  The posthole was angled inward toward the center
of the structure and still contained rotted wood.  The
opening of the socket was constricted and defined by
surrounding bench plaster while the bottom of the socket
was marked by the presence of a piece of sandstone which
was lying flat and covered the bottom of the posthole.
The posthole measured 9 cm by 5 cm and was 8 cm in
depth.  The feature fill was comprised of loose to
moderately consolidated dark brown sandy clay with
occasional charcoal flecking.  The function of this posthole
is unknown; however it was not a structural support.

Central Hearth (Feature 107)  The hearth for
Pitstructure 2 was a shallow, semi-circular pit located
directly northwest of the deflector near the center of the
floor.  The outer dimensions of the pit, which include the
5 cm-wide adobe collar, are 100 cm by 85 cm. The inner
dimensions are 64 cm by 68 cm.  The hearth is
approximately 14 cm in depth (see Figure 3-12).

The hearth was constructed by excavating a shallow pit
below the floor surface.  The bottom of the pit was lined
with six naturally flat slabs and one metate fragment.
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These flat rocks were coped into place.  A collar was
applied to the hearth most likely during an episode of
remodeling.  The evidence for the collar being applied
later is the fact that the collar covered two small pits on
both the north and south sides of the hearth.  The collar
was approximately 5 cm wide and 5 cm tall.  The east/
southeast part of the hearth rim had several small round
cobbles incorporated into it, possibly to strengthen it.

The hearth fill was comprised mainly of very fine ash.
The lowest layer of ash was a pale brown color and was
loosely compacted and mixed with sand.  The predominant
fill, which was located just below the capping of roof-fall
material, was composed of a pinkish gray very finely
textured ash which was moderately compacted no samples
were collected from this ash.  Artifacts recovered from
the fill of the feature consisted of 14 flaked lithic items
which includes: a white chalcedony arrow point, a red
jasper arrow point preform, a “T” shaped drill composed
of black chert, and 10 pieces of debitage which consist of
quartzite, white chalcedony, siltstone and red jasper.  A
ground and polished piece of turquoise, possibly a bead
blank or a mosaic piece was recovered from the hearth
fill along with 4 plain gray ceramics and 3 unidentifiable
fragments of non-human bone.  The artifacts recovered
from the hearth suggest that stone tool manufacturing

probably took place in the near-vicinity of the hearth and
that some of the debitage was later swept into the feature.

The central hearth functioned for both heating purposes
as well as for cooking within Pitstructure 2.  The hearth
was not cleaned out prior to the abandonment of the
structure as evidenced by the large amount of fine ash
that was still present in the hearth at the time of
excavation.

Feature 107 was most closely associated with the
adjacent deflector (Feature 111) and the large warming
pit to the east (Feature 105).  Also in association with
the hearth are two sealed features, which may have
functioned as ash pits (Features 131 and 132).

Warming Pit (Feature 105)  Feature 105 was a
warming pit located approximately 1.6 meters northeast
of the central hearth, Feature 107.  The pit was 60 cm in
diameter with a rounded lip of coping 4 cm wide
surrounding the opening.  The pit extended to a depth of
40 cm below the floor surface and contains a large cobble
near the bottom.  The cobble showed evidence of heat
alteration in the form of oxidation.  The interior of the pit
was well plastered but chipping and flaking of the plaster
was more evident near the bottom of the pit, probable
evidence of repeated heating.  A large shaped sandstone
slab, which was point-located on the floor surface, was
covering a portion of the top of this pit.  The slab was
bifacially flaked, ground and burned and appeared to have
been well “seasoned” from years of use as a comal or piki
stone.  Its location near the top of the warming pit suggests
that the slab in conjunction with the warming pit was
used for food preparation (see Figure 3-13).  The cobble
located within the pit was probably heated in the hearth,
then moved into the warming pit to provide a heat source
below the piki stone which was located above it.

Figure 3-12.  Plan and profile of central hearth
(Feature 107) and associated Features 131 and 132.
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Figure 3-13.  Pre-excavation photo of warming pit
(Feature 105) showing associated piki stone.

The fill within Feature 105 consisted mainly of roof-fall
material: silty loam with inclusions of burned adobe and
charcoal.  This may indicate that the feature was open
at the time of abandonment and structural collapse.  No
artifacts or pollen were recovered from the fill of this pit.
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Sipapu (Feature 104)  The sipapu was
represented as a circular pit measuring 20 cm in diameter
and extending to a depth of 30 cm below the floor in
Structure 2.  The pit was formally prepared with a 10-13
cm wide by 3 cm thick adobe coping applied around the
outside of the pit.  The plastering was applied to the walls
of the semi-cylindrical pit all the way to the bottom. This
pit feature is located approximately 1.4 m northwest of
the central hearth.

The fill in the lower portion of the pit was composed of
relatively clean sandy silt; this soil was purposefully
deposited within the pit during the occupation of the
structure.  The function of this sand is unknown, however
it is speculated that it represents religious significance
relating to the ceremonial function of this feature.  This
clean sandy silt was capped by a layer of roof-fall
material, which implies that the feature was open at the
time of structural collapse.

No artifacts were recovered from within the pit fill,
although a portion of a carbonized basket was recovered
from the southern edge of the sipapu at the floor level.
This basketry was constructed with sumac rods and
stitches and yucca bundles.  The basket was close coiled,
with non-interlocking stitches, two-rod and bundle
foundation and bunched (see Figure 3-14).  A portion of
this basketry was collected as a point located artifact on
the floor surface during clearing of the floor and the
remainder collected during feature excavation.  This
basketry may represent an offering placed along side the
sipapu, the original size of the basketry fragment was
10 cm long by 25 cm wide and represents either a
basketry bowl or jar.

the interior sites of the pit.  The deteriorated support
post was still present inside of the posthole and it was
shimmed with three rocks and a mano (see Figure 3-15).
The uppermost fill (10-15 cm) was composed of roof-fall
material, the remainder of the fill was composed of a fine-
grained sand obviously brought to fill in the hole
surrounding the post.  Artifacts recovered from the fill of
this posthole were a granite one handed mano and two
plain gray jar neck sherds.

Figure 3-14.  Photographic detail of basketry along
edge of sipapu (Feature 104).

Northeast Support Post (Feature 108)  This
posthole contained one of the four main support posts
for Pitstructure 2.  The pit measured 50 cm by 40 cm at
the mouth and extended approximately 55 cm in depth
below the floor surface.  This posthole was constructed
at a larger diameter than the actual post.

An interesting feature of this posthole was that digging
stick marks were still visible as linear striations along

Figure 3-15.  Profile map of Feature 108, northwest
main support post.
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Northwest Support Post (Feature 134)  This
support post was integrated into the wall of a later
feature (Feature 101) which was an adobe wall bin built
against the lower wall of the structure (see Figure 3-16).
The rotted remains of the post that was present inside of
the posthole was also apparent inside of the bin.  The
outer edge of the posthole was visible where it protruded
out from the edge of the Feature 101-adobe wall.  The
posthole was somewhat ovoid at the opening and
measured 35 cm by 22 cm and extended 73 cm in depth
below the floor surface.  The pit was cylindrical in shape.

The fill surrounding the post was a coarse-grained sand,
which was loosely compacted, slightly silty and yellowish
dark brown in color.  This sand was brought in specifically
to fill in the posthole around the post.  One white chert
bifacial thinning flake was recovered from this stratum.
The upper fill within the posthole was composed of
moderately consolidated dark brown clay silt.  This was
an adobe prepared to fill in the top of the posthole and
during the subsequent construction of Feature 101.

Southeast Support Post (Feature 117)  Feature
117 was a large posthole, which harbored one of the four
main support posts that supported the superstructure
of the pithouse.  This post was positioned in the
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southeast portion of the pithouse and was integrated
into the construction of southeastern portion of the
wingwall (Feature 135).  A post remnant was present in
the upper portion of the posthole fill.  The posthole was
ovoid in plan-view and measured 37 cm by 29 cm and
extended to a depth of 62 cm below the floor of the
structure (see Figure 3-17).

The main portion of the posthole was filled with greenish
yellow coarse-grained clean sand, which was brought in
most likely from a nearby drainage to fill-in around the
post.  Two large cobbles were present within this matrix.
The upper fill of the posthole consisted of roof-fall
material.  No artifacts were recovered from this feature.

Southwest Support Post (Feature 110)  Feature
110 posthole contained one of the four main load-bearing
posts for Pitstructure 2.  This posthole was located
against the southwestern wingwall (Feature 136) and
extended partially underneath it suggesting that the

posthole preceded the construction of the wingwall (see
Figure 3-18).  The posthole measured 22 cm by 18 cm at
the top and extended 56 cm below the floor surface.  The
feature fill consisted of fine-grained silty loam containing
charcoal flecks; this fill was capped with roof-fall
material.  No artifacts were recovered from the fill of
this posthole.

Figure 3-16.  Plan and profile maps of northwest
support post (Feature 134) integrated into construction

of Feature 101 wall bin.
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Figure 3-17.  Plan-view and profile map of southeast
support post (Feature 117) integrated into southeast

wingwall (Feature 135).

Figure 3-18.  Profile map of posthole (Feature 110)
depicting relationship with southwest wingwall

(Feature 136).
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Deflector (Feature 111)  The deflector for
Pitstructure 2 was constructed utilizing a sandstone trough
metate, which was laid on one long side.  The trough was
facing the ventilator opening (Feature 106) approximately
1 meter away on the south wall.  The deflector measures
88 cm long by 18 cm wide and 38 cm high.

The metate was covered over and built up in adobe after
it was set into the floor.  The adobe coping was built up
to 20 cm thick on the west side and 15 cm wide.  Sixteen
centimeters of adobe extends off the east side of the
metate as well (see Figure 3-19).  The adobe, which
covered the metate, was composed of red and gray colored
silty clay.  Two ceramics were recovered from within the
adobe - a plain gray jar body sherd and a Chapin gray
jar rim fragment.

The function of the deflector within the pitstructure was
to deflect the air, which came in through the ventilator
away from the central hearth but allowing fresh air to
circulate around the pithouse.

post within the adobe-plastered wall, was possibly used
as a supporting element.  The wingwall is somewhat “L”
shaped where it connects to the south wall; a large Pueblo
I ceramic black on white bowl body sherd was found at
this juncture and may have been an anchoring device
(see Figure 3-21).  The wingwall measured 1.53 m long
by 15 cm wide and 40 cm high.

Figure 3-19.  Photograph of deflector (Feature 111)
showing detail of adobe-covered metate.

Eastern Wingwall (Feature 135)  The eastern
wingwall was constructed almost entirely of adobe, with
a base or footer of a sandstone trough metate fragment
and a cobble.  The wingwall measures 1.6 m long by .13
m wide and 35 cm in height (see Figure 3-20).  One of the
major structural support posts (Feature 117) is integrated
into the bend of the wingwall.  The eastern side of the
wingwall is composed of a flat, shaped sandstone slab,
which is set onto the floor surface.  There was no divot in
the floor to hold the slab in place; it may have been lashed
into place with a perishable vegetal material.

This wingwall was constructed to divide the space up
within the interior of the pithouse and likely served as a
food storage area.  Food preparation in this area of the
pithouse was likely taking place as evidenced by the
presence of the large warming pit (Feature 105) and
associated comal or piki stone just to the north of this wall.

Western Wingwall (Feature 136)  The western
wing wall appears to be constructed primarily of adobe.
No stones were used for footer material; however, a small

Figure 3-20.  Photograph of southeastern wingwall
(Feature135).

Figure 3-21.  Photograph of southwestern wingwall
(Feature 136).
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In the western end of the wall there is evidence of 8
sequential plasterings (see Figure 3-22).  Each 4-6 cm-
thick layer was most likely allowed to dry before the next
one was applied until eventually the wall was built up to
its desired height.  On the eastern end of this wall only 3
layers of plaster were evident, these layers each
measured between 10-15 cm in thickness.  Two plain gray
jar body sherds were recovered from within the adobe
plaster near the floor.

Due to restricted space within this feature, the excavator
removed all fill as a single deposit however, three distinct
strata were identified and recorded during excavation.
Stratum 1 was a wind and water deposited silty clay loam
and is located along the floor of the vent system.  This
stratum was most likely deposited during the occupation
of the structure; this is evidenced by the fact that the
walls of the shaft and floor of the tunnel are not burned
below the top of this stratum.  This is a fairly clean fill
with occasional charcoal flecks.  Stratum 2 is a lens of
burned adobe, charcoal and white ash.  This may
represent the remains of an adobe and wood collar around
the chimney opening when the structure burned; the
remains of which subsequently fell down into the shaft.
Several carbonized corncobs were recovered with the
burned adobe.  This may suggest that the cobs were sitting
atop the vent opening at the time of structural burning.
Stratum 3 is the uppermost stratum and is a wind and
water deposited silty clay loam.  The lower portion of this
stratum has a higher percentage of charcoal as well as
burned chunks of adobe.  This is a post-occupational
deposit after the structure burned as the sides of the shaft
and tunnel are oxidized (see Figure 3-24).  This oxidation
may have occurred when the structure roof collapsed and
the airflow changed, causing the vent shaft to act as a
chimney drawing the heat of the fire up through it.

Figure 3-22.  Photograph taken from top edge  of the
southwestern wingwall (F136) showing  sequential

plastering layers.

The wingwall most likely functioned to divide up space
within the pithouse and the area between the wingwall
and the south wall was most likely used for storage.

Ventilator (Feature 106)  The ventilator system
for Pitstructure 2 was constructed by tunneling into the
southeastern wall of the structure approximately 1.65 m.
At this point, the tunnel turned upwards at a 90 degree
angle towards the prehistoric ground surface and the shaft
or chimney was excavated through the red sterile loess.
The opening of the vent along the southeast wall measured
approximately 1.0 m across by 60 cm at its tallest point in
the center.  A partial adobe column was located in the center
of the tunnel entrance.  This indicates that the entrance
was divided into two smaller openings 50 cm apart.  This
division may have allowed for part of the tunnel to be
blocked off to restrict the air circulation during inclement
weather (see Figure 3-23).  As the tunnel was excavated to
the southeast it was constricted to a width of 55 cm before
it met the chimney portion.  The chimney was
approximately 80 cm in diameter and extended
approximately 1.55 m below the prehistoric ground surface.

Floor

Plaster Layer

Figure 3-23.  Photograph of ventilator opening (Feature
106) showing column of adobe.

Figure 3-24.  Profile drawing of strata within ventilator
system (Feature 106).
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An abundance of artifactual material was recovered
mostly from Stratum 3.  Forty-seven fragments of non-
human bone were recovered from the ventilator.
Cottontail rabbit was predominant in the assemblage of
animal bone recovered from the vent fill.  In addition to
this, ground squirrel, grouse, woodrat, mule deer and
other large-sized mammal were represented.  The
variable non-human bone recovered from within the vent
may suggest that game butchering/processing may have
occurred as an extramural activity outside of the
structure near the ventilator opening.
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Ceramics recovered from the ventilator include two Abajo
red-on-Orange bowl rim sherds, five Chapin Gray jar rim
sherds, 1 Rosa Gray jar rim sherd, 2 Pre-Pueblo II black-
on-white bowl body and one bowl rim sherds, 77 plain
jar body sherds and 14 indeterminate ceramics.

Twelve flaked lithic artifacts were recovered from the
ventilator.  This collection was predominately comprised
of debitage derived from quartzite, siltstone, mottled chert,
silicified wood and red jasper.  One piece of the debitage
was a bifacial thinning flake of silicified wood.  In addition
to this a projectile (dart) point of silicified wood was
recovered.  The presence of this lithic material may suggest
that extramural activities near the vent opening included
stone tool production.  One groundstone item was
recovered as well; this was a partial sandstone metate.

Much of the artifactual material most likely represents
a post-occupational deposition since it was mainly
recovered from Stratum 3; however, some of the artifacts
were recovered from the lowermost stratum (Stratum 1)
and may have found their way into the structure during
the occupation.

The ventilator provided fresh air to circulate through the
house for the occupants as well as to keep the fire burning
in the central hearth.

Adobe Wall Bin (Feature 101)  Feature 101 was a
“D” shaped storage bin built up against the northwestern
lower wall of Structure 2.  The measurements of the bin as
it was excavated were 70 cm high, 40 cm wide at the top of
the feature and 53 cm wide at the base. The bin was 71 cm
long at the top and 95 cm wide at the bottom where it met
the floor (see Figure 3-25).  The bin was constructed of
adobe built on a framework of sandstone slabs, which were
set vertically into the floor surface of the pitstructure.  The
sandstone slabs were approximately 25 cm high and were
covered over in a layer of adobe coping, which extended to
a total feature height of 70 cm.  In addition, the bin
incorporated one of the major support posts for Pitstructure
2 into its construction (Feature 134).  The upper adobe
walls appear to have been slightly constricted as they were
built up to the height of the bench.  Unfortunately, only
about half of this upper feature wall construction survived
the roof collapse of the pithouse.  The opening of Feature
101 was constricted and became a much smaller opening
than the width of the base of the feature.  This was
evidenced by a displaced portion of the coped opening which
had fallen inside of the feature, this coping indicates that
the opening was approximately 22-25 cm in diameter.  A
shaped sandstone disc recovered from the fill of the bin
suggests that the shaped slab served as a cover.

The excavation strategy employed for this feature was
to bisect and remove half the fill as a “full cut” to
determine the actual fill sequence of the bin.  Artifacts
recovered from this half included 18 large-size
unidentifiable mammal bone fragments and 6 pieces of
lithic debitage composed of silicified wood and white
quartz.  Excavation was discontinued at the feature
bottom (which corresponded to the floor surface of the

structure) where a concentration of approximately 20
carbonized corncobs was located (see Figure 3-26).
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Figure 3-25.  Post-excavation photograph of adobe wall
bin (Feature 101).

Figure 3-26.  Plan-view and profile map of Feature 101.
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Two distinct strata were identified in Feature 101.
Stratum 1 was interpreted as the roof-fall material that
was prevalent throughout the structure just above the
floor.  This soil consisted of a well-consolidated and
moderately mixed brown sandy clay matrix with subtle
mottling and abundant charcoal.  Artifacts recovered from
Stratum 1 included 2 plain gray jar neck and 2 plain gray
jar body sherds, 1 unifacial two-handed sandstone mano,
1 sandstone shaped disk, 3 pieces of flaked lithic debitage
composed of white chalcedony and silicified wood and one
bifacial thinning flake of white chalcedony.  Stratum 2,
which extended to the floor surface of the feature and
structure collectively, was comprised of a moderately
consolidated to loose dark brown silty loam with a high
ash content and numerous inclusions of burned adobe and
charcoal.  This stratum was representative of structural
roof-fall collapse mixed with Feature 101 construction
materials.  Artifacts recovered from this stratum included
a tree-ring sample (which yielded no date), 31 large-sized
mammal unidentifiable fragments, 10 deer/sheep/
pronghorn mandible fragments and 5 teeth fragments
including one complete premolar. One plain gray jar body
sherd was recovered as well.  The floor surface of the
feature yielded 2 pieces of deer/sheep/pronghorn
metapodial fragments, a charred Pinus edulis nutshell,
burned pine and juniper branches or stems, and a
concentration of corn kernels, cobs and rachis which may
indicate that ears of corn were stacked inside the feature.

The adobe wall bin most likely functioned as a food
storage device as evidenced by the corncobs present on
the floor of the feature.

Shallow Pit or Pot Rest (Feature 103)  This
feature was a shallow pot rest formed into the floor plaster
of the pitstructure in the northeast quadrant of the
pithouse near the lower wall.  The dimensions of this pot
rest are 26 cm by 28 cm and it is approximately 2 cm in
depth.  The feature exhibited a basin-like profile and had
coping around the southern edge; it was filled with roof-
fall material.  A concentration of five carbonized corncobs
(PL 111) within this shallow pit may represent a temporary
storage place prior to processing (see Figure 3-27).

Shallow Pit or Pot Rest (Feature 115)  Feature
115 consisted of a small, very shallow basin-shaped pit
situated in the southwest corner of Pitstructure 2.  The
pit measures 30 cm in diameter and is approximately 3
cm deep.  This feature is interpreted as a probable pot
rest and was open at the time of structural collapse since
the shallow pit was filled with roof-fall material.  A wide
but very thin prepared adobe coped rim was noted around
the feature but was in poor condition.

Pot Rest (Feature 128)  Feature 128 appears to
be one in a series of three shallow pot rests along the
central west wall that were formed into the floor surface
of Pitstructure 2 (see Figure 3-28).  These pot rests
roughly conform to the curvature of the bottom of a
ceramic vessel.  Fine-grained sand was added to the
bottom of these depressions possibly to create a plastic
medium that would conform to a variety of vessel shapes
for added stability.  This pot rest measured 15 cm in
diameter and was 3 cm deep.

Figure 3-27.  Plan-view map of pot rest (Feature 103)
and associated corncobs.
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Figure 3-28.  Photograph of series of three pot rests
(Features 128, 129 and 130).
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Pot Rest (Feature 129)  Feature 129 was the
second of a series of three pot rests along the west wall
of Pitstructure 2.  This feature was a pronounced egg
shape and measured 25 cm by 18 cm and was 4 cm in
depth.  After the depression was carved into the floor a
thin laminate of sandy silt appears to have been deposited
to create a cushion in which to rest ceramic vessels.

Pot Rest (Feature 130)  Feature 130 was the
third in a series of three pot rests as described above.
This pot rest was a very shallow concave basin dug into
the floor surface in a symmetrical circular shape.  The
pit was then apparently partially refilled with a thin 2
cm layer of basically clean light brown fine-grained sand.

Ladder Socket (Feature 118)  Feature 118 was
an oblong notch formed into the floor plaster.  This notch
was plastered throughout and measured 19 cm long by
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6 cm wide and was 2 cm deep.  The groove was located
35 cm south of the deflector and 60 cm north of the vent
shaft opening.  It was filled with roof-fall material
indicating that it was open at the time of structural
collapse.  The floor groove was in place to rest one end of
the post ladder, which led to the structure’s roof entrance.

Floor Groove (Feature 119)  This floor groove
was adjacent to the ventilator opening and was made by
the vent cover (PL 108). This groove measures 10 cm long
by 3 cm wide and is 1 cm in depth.  The groove contained
roof-fall material.  This groove may not have been made
intentionally but rather formed when the plaster was
wet and the sandstone slab vent cover was placed on it.

Small Posthole (Feature 112)  Feature 112 was
a small posthole measuring 8 cm in diameter and 17 cm
in depth below the floor of the pitstructure.  This small
posthole was located in the northeastern quadrant of the
structure and was filled with a silty sand lacking
inclusions.  This feature is located symmetrically with
Feature 113, a similar posthole located in the
northwestern quadrant of the structure.  Feature 112
may have contained a short post that was being used
with a lot of tension because of the depth of the hole.
This feature may represent a post used as a loom anchor
and not a major load bearing support post.

Small Posthole (Feature 113)  This feature is
located in the northwest quadrant and is symmetrical
with Feature 112.  This posthole is slightly square at the
opening and is very similar in dimension with Feature
112 at 8 cm in diameter and 15 cm in depth.  Because of
the small diameter and the greater depth of this posthole
it probably was used as a loom support anchor and could
sustain a greater amount of tension.  This posthole did
not contain a major load bearing support post.

Small Posthole (Feature 114)  Feature 114 was
a small posthole set into the adobe at the juncture of the
lower east wall and the floor.  The posthole measured 8
cm in diameter and 7 cm in depth.  The posthole was
formed at an angle and suggests that a post contained
within it would have leaned out towards the interior of
the structure (see Figure 3-29).  The fill of Feature 114
contained fine-grained silty sand with small fragments

of charcoal but no artifacts.  The placement of this
posthole suggests that it may have been associated with
food preparation activities that took place within the
warming pit (Feature 105).  The posthole probably housed
a small pole, which extended outwards over Feature 105
and may have suspended items over the warming pit.

Small Posthole (Feature 133)  Feature 133 was
a small posthole measuring 8 cm in diameter and 18 cm
in depth.  This feature was located in the southwestern
section of the structure near three pot rests (Features
128,129 and 130).  This posthole was excavated through
the floor surface and tapers slightly to a conical shape at
the bottom.  The pit was deliberately filled with a clean,
light brown fine-grained sand prior to abandonment of
the structure.  Since there is no other small posthole that
seems to be related to this one, it is unlikely that it is a
loom support post.  It is however similar in dimension to
Features 112 and 113.  This is a pit of unknown function.

Series of Divots along East Wall (Feature 125)
Feature 125 represents a series of 9 and possibly 10 small
shallow divots that are apparent in the floor plaster of
Structure 2 up against the eastern wall.  The divots were
probably the impressions of a digging stick in the soft
plaster and are each between 3-4 cm in diameter.  The
divots cover an area approximately 120 by 30 cm. The
function of this series of shallow pits is unknown.

Sealed Pit (Feature 109)  This pit feature was
intentionally sealed with floor plaster.  The pit measured
30 cm in diameter and extended to a depth of 20 cm; the
pit was located up against the west wall of the structure.
The fill contained within Feature 109 consisted of two
different strata.  The lowermost stratum consisted of silty
sand with charcoal flecking which contained numerous
lithics and a large rock.  The upper stratum was
compacted silty loam with frequent charcoal flecking and
abundant lithics.  Remnants of a light gray plaster were
observed to be adhering to the feature walls and bottom.
The pit contained 20 pieces of non-human bone (14
cottontail rabbit, 2 jackrabbit, 2 ground squirrel, 2
unidentifiable fragments) and 19 flaked lithics (17
debitage of basalt, rhyolite, chert, siltstone and quartzite,
one chert multi-directional core, and one chert dart point
in the Lake Mojave/Bajada style).

The function of this pit is unknown.  However, due to the
high number of flaked lithics and non-human bone it may
have served a ritual function or possibly have been used
as a cache pit.  The projectile point is representative of
the Archaic culture and was most likely found in the area
and curated by the inhabitants of 5LP379.

Sealed Posthole (Feature 123)  This pit feature
was excavated into the floor surface of the pitstructure
and measures 10 cm in diameter and is approximately 8
cm deep.  The pit/posthole was refilled with sterile sub-
floor soils prior to the abandonment of the structure.  No
artifacts were recovered from within this posthole;
however, the pit was not sealed with floor plaster.  This
pit is located in the western quadrant of the structure

Figure 3-29.  Profile of Feature 114 posthole as it
relates to east wall and floor surface of Pitstructure 2.
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and is not associated with any other known features of
this type.  It may represent a possible loom anchor, which
was never utilized but was refilled with sterile soils
instead.

Sealed Pit (Feature 124)  This circular basin-
shaped pit was located in the northwest quadrant of
Pitstructure 2 and measured 40 cm by 46 cm and 15 cm
in depth.  This pit was intentionally filled with well-
consolidated dark brown sandy clay, which exhibited
moderate charcoal flecking.  Artifacts recovered from this
fill included one white chalcedony bifacial thinning flake,
one indeterminate unidentified ceramic and one
unidentified indeterminate non-human bone.  A bulk soil
sample collected from this feature yielded burned six
burned seeds.  Three of these were Cheno-am, and the
other three were Portulaca sp., Nicotiana sp. and
Descurainia sp.

Sealed Pit (Feature 127)  Feature 127 consisted
of a relatively shallow cylindrical pit, which originated
in the floor surface of Structure 2.  This pit measured 12
cm by 10 cm and was 11 cm deep.  The pit was formally
filled with trash and closed out prior to the burning and
roof-collapse of the structure.  This feature was located
between the hearth and the existing sipapu.  Two distinct
strata were identified during excavation.  The lowermost
stratum consisted of a loosely consolidated dark brown
silty sand and a few charcoal flecks.  A bulk soil sample
collected from this stratum yielded charred seeds of Zea
mays, Cheno-am, Physalis/Solanum sp., and
Chenopodium sp., two charred Pinus edulis needles, and
a charred Juniperus sp. leaflet.  The uppermost stratum
was composed of floor plaster and was a compacted brown
to dark brown sandy clay.  This pit may represent a
sipapu which was formally closed out before Feature 104,
the unsealed sipapu, was constructed and in use.

Sealed Pit North of Hearth (Feature 131)  An
adobe collar that was applied to the hearth (Feature 107)
initially sealed this small circular pit.  The pit measured
18 cm by 20 cm and was 16 cm in depth (see Figure 32).
The fill within the pit was composed of sand and ash
mixed with charcoal and contained two indeterminate
ceramics, one plain gray jar body sherd and one piece of
siltstone debitage.  A bulk soil sample from this feature
yielded the charred remains of Zea mays cupules (16),
glumes (2) and kernels (5), Portulaca, Physalis/Solanum
and Descurainia seeds, and an Oryzopsis hymenoides
caryopsis.  The pit may have served as an ash pit at some
time before the hearth collar was applied.

Sealed Pit South of Hearth (Feature 132)  This
feature consisted of an oval groove in the floor
immediately adjacent to the hearth’s south edge.  The
groove measured 35 cm long by 14 cm wide and was 5
cm deep.  Like Feature 131, it was filled with ash and
charcoal and sealed by the adobe collar of the hearth (see
Figure 3-30).  Artifacts recovered from the fill of this
feature consist of 4 pieces of siltstone debitage and 1 piece
of yellow jasper debitage, 4 indeterminate ceramic sherds
and 1 plain gray jar body sherd.  A bulk soil sample from

this feature yielded the charred remains of Zea mays
cupules and glumes.  This feature may have functioned
as a small ash pit in association with the hearth.

Figure 3-30.  Photograph showing partial removal of the
adobe hearth collar and profiles of Features 131 and 132.

F131

F132

Inhumation (Feature 102)  The burned skeletal
remains of a woman were located along the southwest
wall of Pitstructure 2.  The body was in direct contact
with the floor and was covered by roof-fall material. While
the entire pitstructure was burned, the floor area
surrounding the body was burned a darker black than
the rest of the house.  One large roof beam was lying
directly adjacent to the skeletal remains on the floor and
numerous smaller beam fragments were removed from
the fill above the body.

The positioning of Feature 102 suggests that this was
not a formal burial. The individual was lying supine with
arms bent and the hands adjacent to the head. The legs
were splayed apart with the knees slightly bent and
pointing outward. The body position implies that the
individual died where she fell.

The general condition of the bone was very poor.  The
body was subjected to immense heat from the fire and
was presumably burned at the time of death.  The
carbonized remains of possible intestinal contents,
muscle tissue and vitrified body fluids were apparent
among the skeletal material.  Much of the skeleton was
heavily burned and blackened with vitrified organic
material affixed to many areas of the body.  The variation
in burning tended to leave the bone that was in direct
contact with the floor or otherwise protected by thicker
body tissue virtually unburned.  Other areas such as the
few remaining phalanges and various other portions of
the body that were not as well shielded from the fire by
thick tissue were burned white (calcined).

Feature 102 was an adult female between the ages of 25
to 35.  Pelvic remains indicate that she had had one or
more children.

A potential cause of death was the projectile point
recovered from the left ribcage near the 12th thoracic
vertebrae.  This corner-notched point exhibits an impact
fracture on the tip (see Figure 3-31).  Protein residue
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analysis of the point was negative.  A second partial
projectile point of similar style and material was found
on the floor adjacent to the body. This point (PL 144)
may be associated with Feature 102 as well. It is
postulated that the woman was killed in an act of violence
and the pithouse was then pulled down and burned over
her body.

Interpretations

Pitstructure 2 was built between 804 and 807 AD with
some possible repair work undertaken in 816 AD.  The
structure housed a number of individuals, possibly an
extended family and numerous domestic functions
occurred within it.

The portion of the house behind the wingwalls along the
southern edge of the house could have functioned as
storage, possibly for food items.  The main cooking
activities were performed in the vicinity of the central
hearth and the warming pit, which was located to the
east.  The hearth was also likely utilized as a focus of
social interaction, especially during the winter months.
Evidence of food preparation is evident in the warming
pit and associated piki stone or comal that was located
on the floor surface adjacent to the pit.  This stone was a
shaped sandstone slab, which appeared to have been well
“seasoned” from use as a griddle or cooking surface.
Further evidence of cooking in this pit was the presence
of a heat-altered cobble recovered from the bottom of the
warming pit.

Numerous artifacts were in contact with the bench
surface.  Seven ceramic vessels were located on the bench
surface along with several ground stone manos, shaped
sandstone slabs, carbonized remnants of woven matting,
a ponderosa pine-needle bundle wrapped with cordage
and miscellaneous sherds, flakes and non-human bone
fragments.  The bench surface likely functioned as an
area to store common domestic items mainly related to
food storage and processing.

Stone tool production may have been an activity that took
place around the hearth.  This was evidenced by the
numerous flaked lithic items recovered from the fill.  The
floor area north of the hearth and near the sipapu may
have been set aside for casual activities such as games.

Numerous bone gaming pieces were recovered from the
floor fill in this vicinity.  The presence of the sipapu
suggests a ritual function, which is common throughout
Puebloan architecture.

A final activity area, which was located on the roof of the
pithouse, was comprised of a concentration of four
metates of both the trough and slab variety.  These
groundstone items were located adjacent to the smoke
hole entrance to the pithouse as evidenced by their
eventual resting-place on the roof-fall above the hearth.
A shaped sandstone slab “hatch cover” was also recovered
amongst these metates.  The roof of the pithouse most
likely functioned as a seasonal activity area in which the
grinding of corn took place during mild weather.

The abandonment of the pithouse was very likely
catastrophic.  The burned remains of an adult woman
were found on the floor along the western wall.  The
woman’s body was burned at or around the time of death
along with the structure.  The presence of a projectile
point within the matrix of the body indicates she was
shot by an individual using a bow and arrow.  It would
appear that the structure was intentionally burned at
this time with many of the house contents still in place.

Surface Structure 2

Figure 3-31.  Photograph of projectile point recovered
from Feature 102.

0          1           2 cm
35.2.1

Length:  2.8m
Width:  2.7m

General Description

The scant remains of subrectangular cobble-and-jacal
surface structure were identified approximately 8 meters
north of Pitstructure 2 (see Figure 3-32).  Designated
Surface Structure 2, the remains consisted of a cobble-
and-adobe wall containing four posts and four isolated
posts.  It appears fairly certain that the north end of this
room was defined by the adobe-and-cobble wall, and the
southwest corner of the room was defined by an upright
post held in posthole Feature 200.  What is not certain is
the location of the southeast corner of the room.  Was it
Feature 201, in which case Feature 204 helped provide
support for the south wall?  Or was it Feature 203, in
which case Feature 201 helped provide support for the
east wall?

A dendrochronological date obtained from one of these
posts suggests the structure was built or remodeled
sometime after AD 822.  Like both pithouses, this structure
burned, probably at the time of site abandonment.

Preservation in this area of the site was very poor, for two
reasons.  First, little post-occupational soil had settled over
the room block area to cover and protect cultural remains.
Second, modern tree-clearing and pipeline construction
work had disturbed the upper 20-40 cm of much of the
room block area.  As a result, the stratigraphic layers of
the soil were often indistinct and/or mixed, and many
artifacts and even architectural remains were displaced.
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Stratigraphy

Three strata were recognized in this area.  These strata
were often discontinuous because some portions of the
room block area had been graded deeper than others.

The top layer, Stratum 1, was a loosely compacted light
brown sandy loam that had been disturbed and
redeposited by pipeline grading.  Inclusions consisted of
adobe, cobbles, charcoal, burned and unburned rock, and
artifacts.  This stratum ranged in thickness between 20-
40 cm.

Figure 3-32.  Plan and profile maps of roomblock area
showing location of Surface Structure 2 and

Activity Area 1.

Table 3-4.  Artifacts Recovered from Fill Above Floor of
Surface Structure 2

Non-human bone

2 cottontail rabbit bone fragments

1 large-size mammal indeterminate bone fragment

2 unidentified mammal indeterminate bone fragments

7 Cervid (deer/elk) humerus proximal fragments

Flaked Lithics

1 chalcedony flake knife

8 cores: unidirectional (chert and quartzite), multidirectional (1 chert, 1 basalt, 1 jasper, 2
siltstone) and bidirectional (chert).

53 debitage flakes: jasper (3), chert (8), siltstone (22), quartzite (14), basalt (5), chalcedony (1)

1 complete siltstone core tool chopper

Non-flaked Lithics

1 quartzite shaped architectural stone

1 schist shaped/ground tool

1 quartzite mano fragment

Ceramics

1 Chapin Black-on-white bowl body sherd

4 Chapin Gray jar rim sherds

254 Plain gray jar body sherds

1 Piedra Black-on-white bowl body

4 Pre-Pueblo II black-on-white bowl rim sherds

1 Pueblo I style black-on-white seed jar rim sherd

1 complete Rosa Brown pipe

1 Rosa Black-on-white bowl body sherd

7 Rosa Gray jar rim sherds, 1 Rosa Gray bowl rim sherd

2 Rosa Neckbanded jar neck sherd

2 San Juan red ware

The middle layer, Stratum 2, was a dark brown sandy
clay silt containing alluvial gravels and occasional thin
lenses of waterlain and windblown sand.  Artifacts and
charcoal were present throughout.  This stratum is the
remains of post-occupational deposits not disturbed by
pipeline grading.

The bottom layer, Stratum 3, was a loamy clay that had
not been disturbed by pipeline grading, but had been
mixed and mottled by rodent activity.  Inclusions
consisted of burned adobe, charcoal and artifacts.  The
dense concentration of burned adobe and charcoal is
interpreted as wall and/or roof fall from Surface Structure
2 (and/or other unidentified nearby structures).  This
stratum ranged in thickness between0-40 cm.  Stratum
3 overlay the floor of Surface Structure 2, which was
poorly preserved.

Artifacts recovered from fill

Roughly 300 artifacts were recovered from the fill above
Surface Structure 2’s floor (see Table 3-4).
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Floor

The floor of Surface Structure 2 was an undulating
surface formed from use-compaction of the red loess soils
that characterize the mesa top.  This occupation surface
was heavily disturbed by rodent activity and was
therefore difficult to define in many areas but a definite
break between the overlying cultural fill and the use-
compacted surface was apparent.  Also apparent was the
fact that the postholes which housed the support posts
for the surface structure originated at this surface.  The
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unprepared surface exhibited occasional patches of
oxidation, but lacked any evidence of formal plastering
such as was found on the floor of Pitstructure 2.

Artifacts

Three artifacts were point-located on the floor of Surface
Structure 2 (see Table 3-5 and Figure 3-32).

surrounded by a concentration of rocks.  Inside were the
remains of a pinyon pine post.  Dendrochronological
analysis of this post yield an outer date of 822vv.  This
relatively late date suggests that the surface room was
either built or remodeled after Pitstructure 2 was built
(808) or remodeled (816).

Posthole (Feature 200)  The southwest corner
of Surface Structure 2 was defined by Feature 200, which
presumably held one of the room’s main support posts.
This posthole measured 20 cm in diameter and 45 cm
deep.  The fill consisted of sandy clay loam with inclusions
of charcoal, burned corn kernels, burned adobe and small
pieces of unburned wood.

Posthole (Feature 203)  As discussed previously,
Feature 203 held a post which might have served as the
southeast corner of Surface Structure 2.  Alterntaively,
if Feature 201 was the southeast corner, then Feature
203 would have been exterior to the room, either as part
of an undetected ramada or another surface room.  In
either case, the posthole measured 17 cm in diameter
and 40 cm in depth.  Remnants of the post were still
present.  The fill consisted of silty loam with inclusions
of roof fall.

Posthole (Feature 201)  This posthole is believed
to have supported a post which served as either the
southeast corner of, or an east wall support for, Surface
Structure 2.  The posthole measured 25-30 cm in diameter
and was 42 cm deep.  It contained a solid burned post
remnant that extended both slightly above and slightly
below the floor surface.  The lowest portion of the post
had rotted away in its posthole, and the void was filled
with brown sandy silt, burned adobe fragments and
charcoal.

Posthole (Feature 204)  If Feature 201 formed
the southeast corner of the room, then Feature 204
probably served as a south wall support posthole.  If
Feature 201 was not the southeast corner, then the utility
of Feature 204 is not obvious.  The posthole measured
12 cm by 9 cm and was 12 cm deep. The fill of this posthole
was a brown, moderately compact silty loam with flecks
of charcoal.

Interpretations

The adobe wall footer section (Feature 208) and the series
of postholes (Features 200-207) which were excavated
into the prehistoric ground surface are representative of
a room or possibly portions of several contiguous rooms.
These rooms were constructed on the northern side of
the two pitstructures.  For interpretation purposes, the
postholes and adobe footer have been designated as
Surface Structure 2.

Construction of this surface room was likely undertaken
as a wooden framework interwoven with brush and
supported by large posts that was covered over in a layer
of adobe or jacal.  This explanation was contrived from
the observation of large amounts of burned structural

Table 3-5.  Artifacts Point-located on Floor of Surface
Structure 2

NEW
PL #

OLD
PL #

PD.Bag Description

1 1 84.2 1 basalt notched ax, complete

2 2 85.6 1 basalt biface

3 3 85.7 1 Plain gray jar body sherd

Features

Adobe Wall (Feature 208)  The adobe wall footer
comprised the north wall of Surface Structure 2 (see
Figure 3-32).  This wall section measured 2.90 m long by
approximately 35 cm wide and stood about 26 cm above
the prehistoric occupation surface.  It was constructed of
numerous locally procured cobbles, four upright posts and
adobe.  The construction sequence was most likely as
follows:  four postholes were excavated for the posts; the
posts were set into the holes, a basal course of cobbles
was placed around the posts and then more cobbles were
set on top in an adobe matrix.  The adobe was most likely
applied in a puddling technique.

Posthole (Feature 202)  This is the northeast
main support posthole for the adobe wall. This posthole
measured 30 cm in diameter and was 34 cm in depth;
the hole was excavated into the sterile sub-floor loess.  A
remnant section of rather solid burned post was present
within the posthole.   Dendrochronological analysis from
this juniper post yielded an outer date of AD 776++vv.
Several tabular stones were wedged between the post
and the walls of the posthole to tighten the post into a
stable vertical position. The pit fill was a mixed deposit
of rotted post humus in a light brown sandy silt soil with
inclusions of burned jacal.

Posthole (Feature 205)  Feature 205 was a
circular posthole within the adobe wall. The posthole
measured 5 cm in diameter and 6 cm in depth.  It
contained a remnant post.

Posthole (Feature 206)  Feature 206 was another
posthole located within the adobe wall (Feature 208).
This posthole was 22 cm in diameter and was fairly
shallow at 3 cm deep. This was an additional wall support
post that was an integral part of the adobe wall. The
post remnant, which was still present within the pit,
measured 12 cm in height.

Posthole (Feature 207)  This posthole was
located at the west end of the adobe wall. It measured 4
cm in diameter and extended to a depth of 12 cm.  It was
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adobe pieces that were recovered from the fill of the block
excavations.  Surface rooms of this time period were
typically constructed in this manner.

This surface room was likely part of a series of contiguous
rooms that probably functioned as storage facilities.
Carbonized corn kernels were recovered from just above
the floor surface and inside several postholes. No floor
features were identified within the structure to imply
any types of domestic functions occurred within the room.
However, the variety and number of artifacts recovered
from the fill overlying the floor (see Table 3-4) suggests
that some activities did occur here, including
flintknapping and food preparation.

There is ample evidence that the surface room was
burned due to the presence of charred wooden support
posts and burned adobe. This burning was very likely an
intentional act and the rooms may have been burned at
the same time as the pitstructure. The entire site may
have been burned at the same time.

Interpretations

Activity Area 1 was a small patch of prehistoric outdoor
use surface associated with Surface Structure 2.  The
large number of associated artifacts recovered from fill
contexts suggests that this area was well-utilized for a
variety of domestic activities.  It is entirely possible that
many of these artifacts are from a near-by but undetected
surface room, or that portions of Activity Area 1 itself
are part of an undetected surface room.

Activity Area 1

Length: 8 m
Width:  2 m
Surface Area: 16 sq. m.

General Description

Activity Area 1 was a discontinuous surface located to
both the north and south of Surface Structure 2 (see
Figure 3-32).

Stratigraphy

The stratigraphy was similar to that noted for Surface
Structure 2.

Artifacts recovered from fill

Over 600 artifacts were recovered from the fill above the
activity area use surface (see Table 3-6).

Use Surface

The use suface was composed of red loess.  It was
unprepared and difficult to define.

Artifacts

Seven artifacts were point-located on the surface of
Activity Area 1 (see Table 3-7).

Features

No features were recognized on the surface of Activity
Area 1.

Non-human bone

2 deer/sheep/pronghorn tibia fragments

1 cottontail and 2 jackrabbit leg bone fragments

2 turkey bone fragments

2 large-size mammal indeterminate bone fragments

Flaked Lithics

1 complete quartzite preform

1 complete chalcedony flake knife

1 silicified wood arrow point blank end fragment

9 complete cores: 6 multidirectionals (2 chert, quartzite, jasper, siltstone, basalt),                    
1 chalcedony bipolar, 1 chert unidirection, 1 chert bidirectional

80 debitage: basalt (3), chert (19), quartzite (28), jasper (4), silicified wood (4), siltstone (22)

Non-flaked Lithics

3 quartzite indeterminate mano fragments

5 sandstone unifacial two-hand mano fragments

1 sandstone miling implement fragment

Ceramics

Chapin Black-on-white bowl (3), jar (2), ladle (2), seed jar (45)

Chapin Gray jar (16)

Mancos Gray jar (1)

Moccasin Gray jar (9)

unanalyzed (53)

Plain gray jar (428), bowl (1)

Pre-Pueblo II black-on-white bowl (4), jar (9)

Pueblo I style black-on-white bowl (2), jar (1)

Rosa Black-on-white bowl (1)

Rosa Gray jar (9)

San Juan Red ware bowl (3)

Dendrochronological

juniper beam: outer date 727 vv

Table 3-6.  Artifacts Recovered from Fill Above Surface
of Activity Area 1

Table 3-7.  Artifacts Point-located on Surface of
Activity Area 1

new pl old pl PD Bag # Description

1 1 89.2 1 yellow jasper debitage flake

2 2 89.4 1 Plain gray jar body sherd

3 1 97.1 1 Plain gray jar body sherd

4 2 97.2 1 Plain gray jar body sherd

5 3 97.3 1 Plain gray jar body sherd

6 4 97.4 1 San Juan Red Ware bowl body sherd

7 5 97.5 1 Plain gray jar body sherd

Midden (Feature 1)

Length: 30 meters (approximate)
Width: 25 meters (approximate)

Description

The midden is composed of the artifacts and debris that
the Anasazi occupants of the site threw out as garbage.
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As can be seen from Figure 3-1, the midden is located to
the south of the structures.

As a result of repeated pipeline right-of-way grading, much
of the midden has been displaced from its original position.
Evidence accumulated from excavations suggests that
prehistorically the midden was both thicker in depth and
smaller in area.  During the 1980 excavations, the midden
measured approximately 15 m in diameter, 30-40 cm in
height (above modern ground surface) and 95 cm in depth
(Adams, 1980).  The 1999 excavations determined that
the midden measured approximately 30 meters in
diameter and only 40 cm.  It can be surmised from this
data that right-of-way grading for pipeline construction
has removed approximately 50+ cm of deposits and spread
them thinly over a wider area.

Stratigraphy

Two distinct strata were identified during excavations
in the midden area.

Stratum 1 was the upper disturbed layer, which was
visible at the modern ground surface.  Stratum 1
contained only five artifacts:  one Plain gray jar body
sherd, one sandstone trough metate fragment, one jasper
side scraper fragment, one complete basalt unidirectional
core and one complete quartzite angular hammer.

Stratum 2 was the cultural stratum composed of
undisturbed midden deposits.  It was defined as a dark
brown silty loam containing charcoal flecks and staining,
a moderate number of alluvial pebbles and small cobbles,
and abundant ceramic and flaked lithic artifacts.

Artifacts recovered from fill

Several hundred artifacts were recovered from the fill of
Stratum 2 (see Table 3-8).

Use Surface

The midden deposits had been thrown directly onto the
prehistoric ground surface.  This surface was evident as
the red, culturally sterile loess soils that cover the mesa
top.  No formal or prepared use surface was identified.

Artifacts

No artifacts were point-located on the surface of the
midden.

Features

No features (besides the midden itself) were found in the
excavated portion of the midden.

Interpretations

The midden represents the refuse deposited by the Pueblo
I occupants  of 5LP379.  This trash is likely representative
of one or more generations of occupants on the site.

Typically trash was thrown to the south of the pithouses,
as is the case here.

Table 3-8.  Artifacts Recovered from Stratum 2,
Midden (Feature 1)

Non-human bone

1 large-size mammal indeterminate bone fragment

2 Canis spp. metatarsal fragments

1 nearly complete jackrabbit scapula

Flaked Lithics

2 complete arrow point preforms (chert, quartzite)

1 complete arrow point blank (jasper)

1 fragmentary and 13 complete cores (1 quartzite bidirectional, 1 chert bipolar, 8 multidirectional
[1 basalt, 2 limestone, 4 chert, 1 quartzite], 4 unidirectional [1 chert, 2 quartzite, 1 siltstone])

244 debitage flakes (17 basalt, 14 limestone, 63 chert, 70 quartzite, 10 jasper, 10 silicified wood,
60 siltstone)

2 complete side scrapers (1 chert, 1 quartzite)

1 complete quartzite edge-modified flake

1 obisdian transitional projectile point fragment

1 complete transverse cutting micro tool

1 chert unknown point fragment

Non-flaked Lithics

1 complete quartzite angular hammer

1 complete quartz polished pebble

1 rhyolite milling implement fragment

2 complete hide scrapers (1 basalt, 1 limestone)

2 complete quartzite spherical/knapping hammers

1 hematite unshaped rock

Ceramics

Abajo Red-on-orange (1 bowl, 3 jar)

Chapin Black-on-white (5 bowl)

Chapin Gray (16 jar, 1 seed jar)

Moccasin Gray (2 jar)

not analyzed (122)

Plain gray (372 jar)

Pre-Pueblo II black-on-white (7 bowl)

Pueblo I style black-on-white (3 bowl, 2 jar)

Rosa Black-on-white (22 bowl)

Rosa Gray (2 jar)

San Juan Red Ware (16 bowl, 2 indeterminate, 3 jar)

Dating

Absolute

Dendrochronological

A total of 57 dendrochronological samples were collected
from the site (see Table 3-9).  Fifteen of these failed to
yield dates.  The other 42 yielded dates pertaining to
Pitstructure 2, Surface Room 2 and Activity Area 1.

Most of the samples were from the roof fall of Pitstructure
2.  Cutting dates for some of these beams indicate that
the pithouse was constructed between 804 and 807.  One
sample yielded a later date, 816 , suggesting the
occupants did some repair work to the pithouse roof after
it had been in service for about 10 years.

Surface Structure 2 yielded two posts which dated
sometime after 802 and 822 respectively.  If we assume
that SS 2 was built contemporaneously with Pithouse 2,
this suggests that the surface room was retained in use
until at least 822 when it was repaired or modified.
Alternatively, these two dates could indicate that SS 2
was built sometime in the 830’s when Pithouse 1 was
constructed (831) or repaired (839).  They do not clarify
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whether or not SS 2 was occupied after Pithouse 2 was
abandoned, since we do not know the exact date of
abandonment of any of the three structures.

Table 3-10.  Ceramic Types and Date Ranges for
Sherds from 5LP379

Table 3-9.  Dendrochronological Results
PD.Bag # Provenience Inner date Outer date Species

16.11 Pitstructure 2 0654 ±p 0806 v juniper

16.3 0699 p 0777 vv ponderosa pine

16.8 ponderosa pine

16.9 ponderosa pine

19.1 ponderosa pine

19.1 0727 p 0776 vv ponderosa pine

19.2 ponderosa pine

19.5 ponderosa pine

24.09 0624 p 0786 v pinyon pine

24.13 0730 p 0788 vv ponderosa pine

24.30 ponderosa pine

24.31 0721 p 0788 r ponderosa pine

24.40 0744 p 0788 r ponderosa pine

24.58 0654 p 0761 ++v ponderosa pine

24.60 0688 0807 r juniper

24.61 0728 p 0788 r ponderosa pine

24.63 0705 ±p 0807 rB juniper

24.71 0736 0816 r juniper

26.10 0710 p 0806 r ponderosa pine

26.1 0680 p 0807 rB juniper

26.11 0765 p 0807 r ponderosa pine

26.12 ponderosa pine

26.13 0700 p 0786 +vv juniper

26.15 ponderosa pine

26.16 0687 ±p 0803 r juniper

26.17 0710 0781 r juniper

26.19 ponderosa pine

26.20 0726 p 0781 vv ponderosa pine

26.2 0684 p 0808 +vv juniper

26.21 0761 p 0807 r juniper

26.22 0761 0807 vv ponderosa pine

26.24 juniper

26.3 0717 p 0788 vv ponderosa pine

26.31 0760 p 0808 vv juniper

26.32 ponderosa pine

26.33 0705 p 0781 vv ponderosa pine

26.34 0710 ±p 0804 r juniper

26.35 0776 p 0807 r ponderosa pine

26.36 0760 p 0808 +r ponderosa pine

26.4 0706 p 0788 vv ponderosa pine

26.43 0701 p 0788 v ponderosa pine

26.44 0690 ± 0807 r juniper

26.46 0686 p 0784 +r juniper

26.6 0680 p 0804 ++rr juniper

26.7 0577 p 0778 ++vv pinyon pine

26.8 0612 ±p 0774 ++vv juniper

26.9 0687 ±p 0804 +rB juniper

46.1 ponderosa pine

55.1 0603 p 0805 +vv juniper

80.1 -- -- ponderosa pine

84.6 Surface Structure 2 -- -- juniper

85.1 0760 p 0822 vv pinyon pine

85.8 0580 ± 0776 ++vv juniper

87.5 0553 ± 0749 +vv juniper

92.1 -- -- juniper

93.1 0736 ±p 0802 vv juniper

67.2 Activity Area 1 0612 0727 vv juniper

Relative

Artifactual

Ceramics

Seven datable ceramic types were recovered from
excavations at 5LP379.  The date ranges for each ceramic
type are shown in Table 3-10.

Ceramic Type Date Range

Chapin Black-on-white: 575-850AD

Moccasin Gray 775-875AD

Mancos Gray 850-975AD

Rosa Black-on-white 700-900AD

Rosa Neckbanded 775-900AD

Piedra Black-on-white 775-900AD

Abajo Red-on-orange 700-850AD

The range of dates obtained from the ceramic analysis
overlaps with the dendrochronological dates.  The “latest”
ceramic type, Mancos Gray, is represented by a single
sherd from the fill of Activity Area 1.  This sherd suggests
that either the site was occupied for about 10 more years
after Pithouse 1 was repaired, or the site was abandoned
by, but revisited after, 850.

Projectile Points

Several Archaic-style dart points were recovered from
the site.  These points are interpreted as collected,
curated items, not as indicators of an earlier Archaic
occupation at the site.  Not only is any evidence of Archaic
structures or features lacking from the site, but one dart
point was clearly curated, as indicated by its location in
a sealed floor feature.

Material Culture

Flaked Lithics

About 900 flaked lithic artifacts were recovered during
excavations.  Debitage was the most common type,
followed by cores, hammerstones, projectile points,
bifaces, flake tools and several miscellaneous types.

In general, the majority of lithic artifacts were
manufactured from materials found within a short
walking distance of the site. Only two non-local materials
(obsidian and Brush Basin chert) were from a greater
distance; these were probably acquired either by trade or
material-collecting forays away from the site.

Tools

Projectile Points

A total of 12 projectile points were recovered from the site,
as illustrated in Figure 3-33 and described in Table 3-11.

Bifaces

A total of 10 bifaces were recovered from the site, as
described in Table 3-12.

Drills

A single drill was recovered from the site (see Figure 3-
34 and Table 3-13).
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13.1.9 16.6.7 24.1.1 39.3.1241.1.1943.1.14 Stolen Point

0          1           2 cm

Figure 3-33.  Photographs of projectile points, actual size.

Table 3-11.  Projectile Points from 5LP379

Table 3-12.  Bifaces from 5LP379

Artifact
Number

Lithic
Subclass

Material L
mm

W
mm

T
mm

Comments         
%=complete

Stolen arrow Jasper Stemmed, 100%

4.2.18 unknown chert Unknown point

5.2.18 arrow obsidian transitional, side-notched,
straight base

13.1.9 arrow chert 16.5 12 3 Rose Spring Anasazi corner
notched, stemmed base,
nearly 100%

16.6.7 arrow chert Rose Spring Anasazi corner
notched, stemmed base,
thermal fracture

24.1.1 dart chert Bifacial pressure flaked,
corner notched, convex
base, 100%

24.83.1 unknown chert Bifacial pressure flaked,
burned, medial portion, 50%

26.41.12 dart siltstone 39 14 4.8 Bifacial pressure flaked,
side notched, straight base,
95%

35.2.1 arrow chert 32.3 18.7 3 corner-notched, stemmed,
serrated, from Feature 102

39.3.12 dart silicified
wood

Bifacial pressure flaked,
corner notched, convex
base, 75%, proximal portion

41.1.19 dart chert 50.9 18.4 7.8 Bifacial bressure flaked,
shouldered, stemmed base,
serrated, 100%

43.01.14 arrow chalcedony 24.9 15.6 2.4 Untyped corner notch,
bifacial pressure flaked,
stemmed base, nearly 100%

Artifact
Number

Function Material L
mm

W
mm

T
mm

Comments
%=complete

5.2.17 Arrow Point
Blank

jasper 20.4 20.3 3.9 bifacial pressure
flaked, non-cortical
single facet, 100%

10.1.35 Arrow Point
Preform

chert 23.5 13.3 5.0 bifacial pressure
flaked, 100%

10.1.36 Arrow Point
Preform

ortho-quartzite
San Jose
Formation

32.3 25.5 8.2 bifacial pressure
flaked, 100%, multiple
step fractures

21.2.8 Arrow Point
Preform

chert 21.0 15.0 4.9 bifacial pressure
flaked, 100%

33.2.14 Arrow Point
Preform

jasper bifacial pressure
flaked 100%, multiple
step fractures

43.01.13 Arrow Point
Preform

jasper bifacial pressure
flaked, crenulated,
thermal fracture, 50%

62.2.16 Unknown
Biface
Preform

quartzite 60.0 41.9 17.6 bifacial percussion
flaked 100%

62.2.17 Arrow point
blank

silicified wood bifacial pressure
flaked

85.6.1 Biface basalt 19.0 101.8 39.4 bifacial percussion
flaked, 100%

87.3.3 Arrow Point
Preform

obsidian
Grants Ridge
deposit

bifacial pressure
flaked, distal portion
75%

0          1           2 cm

Figure 3-34.  Photograph of drill, actual size.

43.1.12

Table 3-13.  Drill from 5LP379
Artifact
Number

Function Material L
mm

W
mm

T
mm

Comments
%=complete

43.01.12 Drill Chert 41.8 30.5 5.4 T-shaped Drill,
Bifacial Pressure
Flaked 100%

Cores

A total of 44 cores were recovered during the 1999
excavations at 5LP379.  As can be seen from Table 3-14,
the multidirectional cores greatly outnumbered the
unidirectional, bidirectional or bipolar cores. Most of
these cores were composed of materials that were
procured locally.

Axes

Two notched axes were recovered during the 1999
excavations (see Table 3-15 and Figure 3-35).
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Debitage

A total of 848 pieces of flaked lithic debitage were found
at the site.  The distribution of material types is detailed
in Figure 3-36.

Table 3-14.  Cores from 5LP379
Artifact
Number

Function Material L
mm

W
mm

T
mm

Comments
%=complete

19.6.6 multi. Basalt 104.0 82.3 67.2 100%, river worn cobble

19.6.8 multi. Quartzite 50%, end portion,
thermal fracture

19.6.7 multi. Quartzite 67.9 52.9 44.7 100%, river worn cobble

24.49.1 multi. Quartzite 93.0 78.8 70.1 100%

24.35.1 multi. Quartzite 63.2 47.6 51.1 100%, exhausted, too
small

28.1.1 multi. Red Jasper 50%, end portion,
thermal fracture

26.41.9 multi. Siltstone 65.6 52.1 29.4 100%, exhausted, too
small

23.5.1 unidir. Basalt 75%, thermal fracture

7.2.2 unidir. Basalt 100%

19.6.5 unidir. Lime-stone 90.5 76.5 33.1 100%, split cobble

26.41.10 unidir. Quartzite 71.4 43.2 41.0 100%, exhausted, too
small

6.2.35 unidir. Quartzite 54.2 47.6 41.0 100%, split cobble,
exhausted, too small

6.2.36 multi. Lime-stone 61.3 56.5 27.8 100%, exhausted, too
small

6.2.38 bipolar Chert 27.7 25.4 8.4 100%, pot-lidded

10.1.39 multi. Basalt 68.9 47.3 26.9 Exhausted, too small

10.1.40 bidir. Quartzite 50.3 36.7 22.3 100%, river worn cobble

41.1.18 multi. Chert 45.9 37.2 36.1 100%, exhausted, too
small

10.1.41 unidir. Chert 58.8 42.8 42.0 100%, split cobble

10.1.42 unidir. Quartzite 56.1 47.3 34.6 100%, split cobble,
exhausted, too small

43.1.11 unidir.
micro-core

Chert 35.7 28.6 21.9 100%, exhausted, too
small

10.1.43 unidir. Siltstone 641.2 50.4 32.0 100%, exhausted, too
small, Brushy Basin
Formation

10.1.44 multi. Quartzite 53.6 43.3 36.0 100%, exhausted, too
small

10.1.45 multi. Chert 45.2 39.8 27.5 100%, exhausted, too
small

10.1.46 multi. Chert 52.3 45.9 31.9 100%, exhausted, too
small

10.1.47 multi. Chert - - - 50%, flaw in material

62.2.18 multi. Chert 55.3 47.1 39.9 100%, exhausted, too
small

63.2.15 multi. Red Jasper 52.1 43.9 20.8 100%, exhausted, too
small

63.2.16 multi. Siltstone 62.6 49.7 22.6 100%, exhausted, too
small

63.3.1 multi. Quartzite 58.5 48.2 44.2 100%, river worn cobble

65.2.17 multi. Red Jasper 52.3 41.9 33.4 100%, exhausted, too
small

65.2.18 multi. Siltstone 67.5 46.9 37.1 100%, exhausted, too
small

65.2.19 multi. Siltstone 61.6 45.1 25.2 100%, exhausted, too
small

85.2.5 unidir. Quartzite 50%, margin, thermal
fracture

89.1.5 multi. Basalt 81.8 66.7 50.7 100%, exhausted, too
small

89.1.6 unidir. Chert 61.6 46.8 31.1 100%

89.1.7 multi. Chert 44.9 34.2 26.8 100%, exhausted, too
small

89.1.8 bidir. Chert 36.7 32.9 22.5 100%, exhausted, too
small

96.2.9 bipolar Chal-
cedony

32.3 28.1 9.8 100%, exhausted, too
small

23.28.1 multi. Red Jasper <10%, burned, end
portion, thermal fracture

25.1.11 multi. Silicified
Wood

51.4 37.6 19.2 100%, exhausted, too
small

25.1.12 unidir. Quartzite 53.3 50.3 32.7 100%

30.1.14 multi. Quartzite 51.9 47.8 23.5 100%, exhausted, too
small

8.2.14 multi. Chert 36.7 25.1 23.0 100%, exhausted, too
small

4.2.17 multi. Lime-stone 76.3 63.2 48.0 100%

bidir.=bidirectional; multi.=multidirectional; uni.=unidirectional

Figure 3-35. Photograph of axes.

84.2.1

16.6.8

0            2            4 cm

Table 3-15. Notched Axes From 5LP379

Artifact
Number

Function Material Comments
%=complete

84.2 Notched Ax Basalt Complete

16.6.8 Notched Ax Limestone
Todilto
Formation

Bifacial percussion flaked,
side-notched, 95%, thermal
fracture
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Figure  3-36.  Flaked lithic debitage by material type.
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Non-Flaked Lithics

Seventy-six artifacts comprise the non-flaked lithics
category at 5LP379. These are 8 slab/pallets, 23 manos,
5 shaped/ground tools, 1 abrader, 19 metates, 9 milling
implements, 1 minimally ground stone, 1 polished cobble,
3 polished pebbles, 3 architectural stones and 3 shaped
disks.

The assemblage is composed predominantly of sandstone,
which makes up 49% of the artifacts. Other materials
include granite, quartzite, rhyolite, basalt, brushy basin
chert, schist, turquoise, arkose and white quartz.

Manos

The assemblage of manos consisted of 13 two-handed
manos, 3 one-handed manos, 6 indeterminate mano
fragments and one cobble mano (see Table 3-16). Eleven
of the manos are composed of quartzite, 2 are granite, 7
are composed of sandstone, and 1 each of fine-grained
sandstone, rhyolite and basalt. Eight of the 13 two-hand
manos are complete, 3 of these are shaped by pecking and
one exhibits ground shaping. In addition to this 3 of these
complete manos are side-notched, one has striations and
has been exhausted. Two of the two-hand manos are
irregularly shaped, 3 are rectangular and 3 are oval

Table 3-16.  Manos from 5LP379
Artifact
Number

Function Material L    
mm

W   
mm

T    
mm

Comments   %=complete

24.41.1 two-hand Granite 231.0 130.8 57.0 100%, burned, ground
shaping, striations, plano-
convex, rectangular

40.1.1 cobble Granite 140.9 90.6 63.1 100, convex, oval

29.1.1 indeterm. Quartzite <10%, unknown fracture

62.3.1 indeterm. Quartzite <10%, unknown fracture,
end portion, round

18.2.1 indeterm. Quartzite <10%, unknown fracture

18.1.3 one-hand Quartzite 103.5 70.4 61.6 100%, bifacial, pecked,
wedge, oval

23.25.1 two-hand Quartzite 172.0 125. 34.3 100%, burned, side-
notched, plano-convex,
irregular

23.14.1 two-hand Quartzite 200.0 108.6 50.2 100%, burned, side-
notched, plano-plano, oval

18.1.1 one-hand Quartzite 156.0 123.5 61.7 100%, river worn cobble

52.3.1 two-hand Quartzite <10%, end portion,
unknown fracture, pecked

19.7.2 two-hand Quartzite 50%, burned, unknown
fracture, end portion,
rectangular, plano-plano.

24.23.1 two-hand Quartzite 180.0 127.1 35.6 100%, river worn cobble,
unifacial, pecked, plano-
convex, rectangular,
burned

89.5.1 indeterm. Quartzite <10%, end portion,
unknown fracture

96.4.1 two-hand Sandstone 75%, unifacial end
portion, rectangular,
plano-plano, pecked

25.8.1 two-hand Sandstone 180.0 111.5 40.6 100%, unifacial, ova,
burned, pecked, plano-
convex

24.22.1 two-hand Sandstone 2011.0 95.6 30.7 100%, burned, unifacial,,
irregular, plano-plano

45.1.1 two-hand Sandstone 157.0 112.8 37.8 95%, pecked, unifacial,
plano-convex, irregular

24.25.1 two-hand Sandstone 202.0 96.6 31.0 100%, burned, striations,
wedge, rectangular,
exhausted

24.46.1 one-hand Sandstone 122.8 90.4 50.9 100%, burned,  oval,
pecked, wedge, bifacial

29.1.1 two-hand Sandstone 126.4 26.7 50%, oval, plano-convex,
unifacial, 4 fragments

19.7.1 indeterm. Basalt <10%, burned, end
portion, unknown fracture

18.1.4 indeterm. Sandstone <10%, end portion,
unknown fracture

24.85.1 two-hand Rhyolite 210.0 127.5 43.7 100%, oval, unifacial,
pecked, side-notched,
plano-convex

shaped. Half (4) of the complete two-hand manos are
utilized unifacially while the remainder are bifacial. Seven
of these manos are burned, most likely incidentally when
the site burned. The four incomplete two-hand manos
exhibit pecking on two of them, 3 are used on one side
only (unifacial), 2 are rectangular shaped and one is oval.

All 3 of the one-hand manos are complete; all have been
bifacially utilized with one showing evidence of burning.
Two of these manos are shaped by pecking, with the third
probably naturally shaped as a river worn cobble. Two of
the three manos are oval in shape.

The 6 incomplete manos that are present in the
assemblage collected from the site consist primarily of
end portions with unknown fracture sources.

Metates

A total of 19 metates were collected from 5LP379 (see Table
3-17). Six of these metates were made from quartzite while
the remaining 13 are made from sandstone. Both raw
materials are locally procured from the surrounding gravel
terraces and from sandstone bedrock outcroppings. Twelve
of the metates are of the trough type, there are 3 slab
metates and the remaining 4 are indeterminate metate
fragments. Eleven of the metates exhibit pecking, 4 have
been bifacially percussion flaked, 2 have ground shaping,
1 was naturally shaped as a river worn cobble, 11 have
been burned and 1 has a thermal fracture.

Table 3-17.  Metates from 5LP379
Artifact
Number

Function Material L
mm

W
mm

T
mm

Comments    
%=complete

24.76.1 trough Quartzite <10%, river worn cobble,
burned, margin portion,
unknown fracture

18.1.2 trough Quartzite 50%, end portion, pecked

24.21.1 trough Quartzite <10% medial portion,
pecked, burned, unknown
fracture

26.29.1 slab Quartzite 580 330 140 100%, pecked, river worn
cobble

26.28.1 trough Quartzite 410 310 150 95%, pecked, river worn
cobble, unknown fracture

18.1.1 trough Quartzite 570 450 150 100%

18.1.7 trough Sandstone <10%, unknown fracture,
burned

79.1.1 trough Sandstone 35 <10%, margin portion,
bifacial percussion flaked,
pecked, burned

24.48.1 trough Sandstone 10%, burned, unknown
fracture, end portion

77.2.1 trough Sandstone 610 450 130 95%, burned, bifacial
percussion flaked, pecked,
unknown fracture

2.1.1 trough Sandstone <10%, medial portion,
pecked, unknown fracture

18.1.5 indeterm. Sandstone <10%, burned, medial
portion, unknown fracture

24.48.1 trough Sandstone 590 310 93 95%, burned, bifacial
percussion flaked, ground
shaping, pecked, unknown
fracture

18.1.6 indeterm. Sandstone <10%, burned, margin
portion, unknown fracture

24.78.1 slab Sandstone 450 263 60 100%, burned, pecked,
thermal

81.2.1 indeterm. Sandstone <10%, end portion,
unknown fracture

26.27.1 slab Sandstone 75%, pecked, end portion,
unknown fracture

39.5.1 indeterm. Sandstone 10%, margin portion,
unknown fracture

26.25.2 trough Sandstone 560 455 58 95%, burned, bifacial
percussion flaked, ground
shaping, pecked
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Nine items from seven separate proveniences were
classified as milling implement fragments. These items
were not classified further other than the fact that they
exhibited grinding. Most likely these fragments represent
pieces of broken up metates and manos. The materials
represented are sandstone, quartzite and rhyolite. These
items are not included in Table 3-6.

Abrading Stone

One abrader composed of quartzite was recovered from
the roof-fall level in Pitstructure 2. This abrader is 100%
complete and exhibits burning.

Shaped/Ground Tools

Six artifacts were in the category of shaped/ground tools
(see Table 3-18). A possible bead made from Brushy Basin
chert found in the roof-fall and a turquoise bead blank
was recovered from the hearth fill (Feature 107). Also
recovered from the roof-fall was a ground and shaped
piece of silicified wood and a piece of quartzite, which
was shaped by grinding. One ground/shaped artifact was
recovered from the surface structure area.

cooking surface and was most likely used in conjunction
with the warming pit. Additionally, a comal was recovered
leaning against the southeast wall adjacent to the
ventilator opening. This comal may have had a secondary
use as a ventilator cover. One sandstone shaped slab and
one slab/pallet were recovered from the floor of the
pitstructure; these items are of unknown function but
may have served as ceramic jar covers. One architectural
stone of quartzite was recovered from the general fill of
the pithouse above the roof-fall. A second architectural
stone of quartzite was recovered from the roomblock
(surface structure) area; these stones are of unknown
function. One shaped sandstone slab was recovered from
within the adobe wall bin (Feature 101) and may have
served as a hatch cover or lid to keep pests from entering
the storage feature. A shaped (semi-circular) sandstone
slab was recovered from the roof-fall amongst a
concentration of metates. This slab was likely utilized
as a hatch cover for the smoke-hole entrance for use
during inclement weather.

Faunal Remains

The faunal assemblage sample at 5LP379 is moderately
diverse but dominated by large game.  Large mammals
were likely the most important to the inhabitants of the
site as a major part of the subsistence economy and for
use in tool manufacturing.

Table 3-18.  Shaped/ground Tools
PD.Bag Material Lithic class L

mm
W

mm
T

mm
Comments

24.79 Sandstone Shaped/Ground
Tool

151.1 132 59.4

26.14 Brushy
Basin Chert

Shaped/Ground
Tool

15.1 12.9 6.6 possible
bead

26.26 Quartzite Shaped/Ground
Tool

240 144 96

26.40 Silicified
Wood

Shaped/Ground
Tool

33.2 15.9 6.1

43.2 Turquoise Bead Blank 5.8 5.0 1.8

84.5 Schist Shaped/Ground
Tool

106.3 45.9 20.3

Minimally Ground/Polished Stones

One river worn cobble that was minimally ground was
recovered from the bench area; its function is unknown.
A quartzite polished cobble and quartzite polished pebble
along with two white quartz polished pebbles most likely
functioned as polishing stones in the production of
pottery.

Shaped Slabs

Fifteen items were categorized into the “shaped slab”
grouping (see Table 3-19). Of these, there were 6 comal
or piki stones, 3 slab/pallets, 3 architectural stones and
3 shaped slabs. Twelve of the items were composed of
sandstone, one of arkose and 2 of quartzite. Three of the
comals were recovered from the bench surface in the
pitstructure, one of arkose and the other two of sandstone.
This may indicate that cooking related items were stored
on the bench surface when not in use. In addition to this
2 sandstone slabs/pallets and one shaped slab were also
recovered from the bench surface. Three comals were
recovered from the floor of the pitstructure. Of particular
note was the comal which was lying adjacent to the
warming pit (Feature 105) and showed obvious use as a

Table 3-19.  Shaped Slabs from 5LP379.

Artifact
Number

Function Material L   
mm

W  
mm

T   
mm

Comments       
%=complete

18.79.1 Architec-
tural stone

Quartzite 100%, 5 fragments,
unknown function

21.3.1 Comal/Piki
Stone

Sandstone 10%, burned, medial
portion, unknown coating,
unknown fracture

23.15.1 Slab/Pallet Sandstone <10%, burned, medial
portion, unknown fracture

23.16.1 Comal/Piki
Stone

Sandstone 10%, burned, end portion,
unknown coating, striations,
unknown fracture

23.23.1 Comal/Piki
Stone

Arkose 10%, burned, unknown
coating, margin portion,
unknown fracture

23.42 Slab/Pallet Sandstone <10%, burned, medial
portion, unknown fracture

23.39.1 Shaped Slab Sandstone 50%, burned, medial
portion, unknown fracture,
unknown function

24.47.1 Comal/Piki
Stone

Sandstone 475 365 22 100%, burned, bifacial
percussion flaked, rounded,
polished, unknown coating.
Found adjacent to vent
opening: secondary use as
vent cover?

24.57.1 Comal/Piki
Stone

Sandstone 25%, burned, end portion,
unknown fracture

24.77.1 Comal/Piki
Stone

Sandstone 740 30 75%, burned, root etched,
end portion, bifacial
percussion flaked, rounded,
unknown fracture. Found
adjacent to warming pit on
structure floor.

24.82.1 Shaped Slab Sandstone <10%, medial portion,
unknown fracture, unknown
function

24.86.1 Slab/Pallet Sandstone 50%, burned, unknown
fracture

26.47.1 Architec-
tural stone

Sandstone 540 435 48 100%, burned, thermal
fracture. This was hatch
cover located on roof of
structure.

45.4.1 Shaped Slab Sandstone 170 134.6 19.1 100%, possibly hatch cover
for Feature 101, (adobe wall
bin)

85.9.1 Architec-
tural stone

Quartzite 270 160 110 100%, burned, striations,
unknown function
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Of the 430 fragments of animal bone recovered during
the 1999 excavations, 45.8% show cultural modification
by burning. However much of this may have occurred
when the pithouse burned at the time of abandonment.

Unworked Bone

As shown in Table 3-20, the unworked bone assemblage
represents bird (turkey and grouse), carnivore (dog,
coyote or wolf), rodent (cottontail rabbit, jackrabbit,
ground squirrel, pocket gopher, prairie dog and woodrat),
and ungulate (mule deer, and/or sheep, elk or pronghorn).
The minimum number of individuals represented are 3
cottontail rabbits, 2 ground squirrels, 2 woodrats, 2
prairie dogs, 2 jackrabbits, 1 dog/coyote, 1 deer/elk, 1
grouse, 1 turkey, and 1 pocket gopher.

Table 3-20.  Unworked Faunal Bone from 5LP379

Family or Species Total Element Fragments

cottontail rabbit 51 2 c. calcaneus, 5 femur (1 calcined), 10 humerus,   
1 indeterminate, 8 (1 c.) innominate (2 charred),    
6 isolated teeth, 4 mandible, 1 maxilla, 2 mt, 1
sacrum, 3 scapula (1 charred), 5 tibia (1 charred),
3 vertebra; MNI =3

deer or elk 8 7 humerus, 1 tibia

deer/sheep/pronghorn 62* 1 calcaneus, 10 charred mandible ,15 charred
maxilla, 9 charred mt, 1 P3 (lower); 4 charred tooth
fragments; 2 charred tooth roots, 19 tibia
(15=1 charred bone with cut marks), 1 triquetral

dog, coyote or wolf 3 1 femur, 2 mt

ground squirrel, nfs 12 4 (1 c.) humerus, 2 (1 c.) femur, 2 (1 c.) mandible,
4 nearly complete scapula; MNI=2

grouse 2 1 humerus, 1 tibiotarsus

jackrabbit 25 1 c. calcaneus, 2 c. navicular, 1 calcined ischium,
1 charred humerus, 2 femur, 1 ilium, 3 innominate,
7 mandible, 2 occipital, 1 scapula, 1 tibia, 2 ulna,   
1 vertebra

large-sized mammal 127* 126 indeterminate (1 with several cut marks,
104 charred or calcined); 1 charred tooth

mule deer 3 1 phalanx, 1 c. capitotrapezoid, 1 c. naviculocuboid

pocket gopher 1 1 charred mandible

prairie dog 5 3 (2 c.) femur, 1 c. humerus, 1 mandible

rabbit, nfs 18 18 isolated teeth

small-sized mammal 4 4 c. phalanx (1 charred)

turkey 2 1 femur, 1 scapula

unidentified 85 85 indeterminate (17 charred or calcined)

woodrat 2 2 nearly complete mandibles; MNI=2

mt=metatarsal; c.=complete; *=see also worked bone

Worked Bone

The worked bone assemblage contains 20 fragments
representing 14 tools or ornaments. These consisted of
one awl, one bow drill, eight gaming pieces, and four
miscellaneous tools.

Awl

One awl from a deer, sheep or pronghorn was recovered
from the 1999 excavations (see Table 3-21).

Table 3-21.  Awl from 5LP379

PD.
Bag

Taxon L
mm

W
mm

T
mm

Comments

28.2 Dsp 1.7 1.3 split shaft awl in 3 charred
fragments; from distal end of
metatarsal; tip missing

Bow Drill

One bow drill from a large mammal indeterminate bone
was found (see Table 3-22).

Table 3-22.  Bow Drill froom 5LP379

PD.
Bag

Taxon L
mm

W
mm

T
mm

Comments

25.3 Lgm 6.0 1.0 0.6 split shaft tool in 2 charred fragments; tip
missing; flattened, bevelled handle suggests
hafting; high degree of polish

Gaming Pieces

Eight gaming pieces were recovered from the northern
section of the pithouse floor.  These pieces are of slightly
different size and shape, and contain different numbers
of incised lines (see Figure 3-37 and Table 3-23).  Appear
to form some kind of set.

Figure 3-11.  Photograph of bone gaming pieces.
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Table 3-23.  Gaming Pieces from 5LP379
PD.
Bag

Taxon L
mm

W
mm

T
mm

Comments

24.54 Lgm 1.5 1.5 0.7 from indeterminate element (patella?);
charred, rounded, highly polished

26.30 Lgm 1.9 0.6 0.15 ovoid; from indeterminate element; charred,
shaped, highly polished; >20 small
incisions perpendicular to long axis

28.2 Lgm 1.4 1.4 0.8 from indeterminate element (patella?);
charred, rounded, highly polished

28.2 Lgm 1.7 1.7 .7 from indeterminate element (patella?);
charred, rounded, highly polished

28.2 Lgm 1.9 .4 .2 ovoid; from indeterminate element; charred,
shaped, highly polished

28.2 Lgm 1.9 .6 .2 ovoid; from indeterminate element; charred,
shaped, highly polished; 4 deep incisions
perpendicular to long axis

28.2 Lgm (1.1) 0.8 0.2 fragment; ovoid; from indeterminate
element; charred, shaped, highly polished

28.2 Lgm (1.3) 0.9 0.2 fragment; ovoid;  from indeterminate
element; charred, shaped, highly polished; 4
incisions running perpendicular to long axis

Miscellaneous Bone Tools

Four miscellaneous bone tools were recovered from the
site (see Table 3-24).
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Table 3-24.  Miscellaneous Bone Tools from 5LP379

Summary

A comparison of the faunal remains recovered from the
1980 excavations reveals some similarities in the
assemblage. The majority of faunal remains recovered
in those previous excavations were deer bone with rabbit
bones the second most frequent faunal material. Other
animals represented include bear, dog/coyote, marmot,
jackrabbit, prairie dog, mountain vole, wood rat, pocket
gopher and wild turkey.

In conclusion, when comparing the assemblages of both
the 1980 and 1999 excavations, it can be determined that
large mammals such as deer and elk were the most
important to the subsistence economy of the inhabitants
at 5LP379.  Since rabbits are usually abundant, it would
have been easy for the inhabitants to make use of this
available protein resource.

PD.
Bag

Taxon Function L
mm

W
mm

T
mm

Coomments

23.1 Lgm multi-use
tool

15.2 1.1 0.7 split shaft tool in 3 charred
fragments; from long bone;
probably broken-tipped awl
reused as scraper

25.3 Lgm pointed
tool?

(1.7) (0.7) (0.5) fragment of indeterminate
bone; exterior highly
polished; displays
longitudinal and diagonal
striations

44.2 Dsp punch?
dagger?

7.9 1.8 0.3 split shaft tool in 2 charred
fragments; from metapodial;.
tip missing; abundant
longitudinal striations

46.2 Lgm scraper 10.8 2.5 0.2 long bone fragment; charred;
1 end ground to form
spatulate blade; striations;
highly polished; probably
used on soft materials

Ceramics by Lori Reed

The ceramic assemblage recovered from 5LP379 totaled
2220 artifacts, weighing 19,241 g (Table 3-25).  Of this
total, approximately 17 percent (n=387) were examined
for temper identification and assigned ceramic series and
type.  All white ware sherds as well as all gray ware rims
and approximately 1 percent of the gray ware body sherds
comprise the sample.  The remaining 1829 sherds were
either too small for analysis or were plain gray body
sherds that fell outside the sample.  Traditions identified
in the sample consisted of Upper San Juan and Northern
San Juan ceramics.  These ceramic types indicate a
Pueblo I occupation, approximately AD 700 to 850.

Utility Ware

Gray ware ceramics comprise 73 percent of the
assemblage from 5LP379, including plain and
neckbanded styles.  As shown in Table 3-26, Chapin Gray
is the most common gray ware type, followed by Rosa
Gray, Moccasin Gray, Mancos Gray, and Rosa Gray.  Of
the 125 sherds and whole or reconstructible vessels that
received temper analysis, 71 percent are Northern San
Juan, 26 percent are Upper San Juan, and 3 percent are
indeterminate tradition.  Compared to the Pueblo I

Table 3-25.  Ceramic Types From 5LP379
Ceramic
Series

Ceramic
Ware Ceramic Type Count Weight

n % g %

Indeterm. Gray Plain gray rim 1 0.0 1.3 0.0

Chapin Gray style 3 0.1 * *

Indeterm. Indeterm. 1 0.0 * *

Red Indeterm. red 1 0.0 7.1 0.0

White
Pueblo I style       
black-on-white 1 0.0 3.7 0.0

Northern
San Juan Gray Chapin Gray 59 2.7 1124.4 5.8

Indeterm. 1 0.0 2.5 0.0

Mancos Gray 2 0.1 9.5 0.0

Moccasin Gray 15 0.7 196.9 1.0

Plain gray 12 0.5 130.7 0.7

Indeterm. Indeterm. 1 0.0 13.2 0.1

Red Abajo Red-on-orange 9 0.4 98.6 0.5

San Juan Red Ware 34 1.5 109.4 0.6

White Chapin Black-on-white 63 2.8 1858.76 7.8

Piedra Black-on-white 1 0.0 11.7 0.1

Pre-Pueblo II        
black-on-white 36 1.6 488 2.5

Not
analyzed Gray Plain gray 1501 67.7 13594.1 70.7

Not
analyzed Not analyzed 328 14.8 378.8 2.0

Upper San
Juan Brown Rosa Brown 82 3.7 752 3.9

Gray Plain gray 4 0.2 23.3 0.1

Rosa Gray 26 1.2 278.3 1.4

Rosa Neckbanded 2 0.1 16.7 0.1

White Piedra Black-on-white 1 0.0 2.6 0.0

Pre-Pueblo II        
black-on-white 2 0.1 20.3 0.1

Pueblo I style
black-on-white 9 0.4 76 0.4

Rosa Black-on-white 25 1.1 43.2 0.2

Total 2220 100.0 19241.06 100.0

*Vessels stolen from site; no weights obtained

assemblage from 5LP203 which has 75 percent Upper
San Juan Gray Ware, the 5LP379 assemblage includes
greater numbers of crushed rock-tempered (Northern San
Juan) pottery.  Differences in tempering material for the
two sites may be influenced by temporal, functional, or
geologic variation.

Vessel forms include unspecified jars, seed jars, pitchers,
bowls, and miniature jars.  A single gray ware bead also
was identified.  Four gray ware vessels are complete or
reconstructible, including one Chapin Gray pitcher, two
Chapin Gray style jars, and one Chapin Gray style seed
jar described in greater detail below as Vessels 5, 10, 11,
and 12.  Based on the number of sherds with soot deposits,
many of the gray ware vessels were probably used as
cooking pots.  Twenty-seven percent of the gray ware
assemblage has soot on at least one surface.  Because
soot deposits are frequently post-depositional, not all
occurrences of soot indicate cooking pot use.
Nevertheless, gray ware jars, seed jars, and pitchers were
the primary vessels used as cooking pots; for comparison,
see the vessel descriptions for LA 27092.
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Vessel appendages include 1 strap handle, 1 lug, and 1
perforated lug.  Compared to the other Pueblo I sites from
MAPL, 5LP379 gray ware includes a surprising number
of postfiring modifications, indicating that sherd
fragments were modified into tools or decorative items.
Two sherds were modified into disk shapes by grinding
the edges to form a disk and drilling a hole through the
center (see Figure 3-38).  Three sherds have shaped edges,
but the function of these sherds is unclear; it is possible
they functioned as beads.  Two examples have drill holes
of indeterminate function and two have drill hole starts
that were not finished.

Based on the percentage of gray ware in the assemblage,
variety of vessel forms, and patterns of use wear, the
assemblage represents a typical repertoire of utility pots
from one or more households.  In addition to use as
cooking pots, many of the gray ware vessels were
probably used for storage of water and food items.

Similar to the tempering material identified in sherds from
5LP203, crushed rock and angular quartz feldspar are the
most common types (see Table 3-27).  As discussed in
greater detail below for the petrographic sample, the
material identified during the low-power microscopic

Table 3-26.  Vessel Forms for Gray Ware from 5LP379
Tradition/Type Vessel Form Vessel Part n %

Northern San Juan

Chapin Gray Indeterminate Rim 1 0.1

Pitcher Reconstructible 1 0.1

Jar Rim 56 3.4

Seed Jar Rim 1 0.1

Indeterminate Jar Rim 1 0.1

Mancos Gray Jar Neck 2 0.1

Moccasin Gray Jar Neck 8 0.5

Rim 7 0.4

Plain gray Bowl Body 1 0.1

Jar Body 5 0.3

Neck 6 0.4

Upper San Juan

Plain gray Bowl Rim 1 0.1

Jar Body 3 0.2

Rosa Gray Bowl Rim 2 0.1

Jar Rim 22 1.4

Miniature jar Rim 1 0.1

Seed Jar Rim 1 0.1

Rosa Neckbanded Jar Neck 1 0.1

Rim 1 0.1

Not analyzed

Plain gray Bead Complete 1 0.1

Indeterminate Body 1 0.1

Jar Body 1494 92.0

Handle 1 0.1

Neck 4 0.2

Indeterminate

Chapin style Jar Reconstructible 2 0.1

Seed jar Reconstructible 1 0.1

Plain gray rim Indeterminate Rim 1 0.1

Total  1626 100.0

25.5.61

23.26.26

Figure 3-38.  Sherds reshaped into disk shapes with a
central drill hole, possibly functioning as beads.
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Ceramic Series Ceramic Type Temper n %

Indeterminate Plain gray rim Fine quartz sand 1 0.8

Northern             
San Juan Chapin Gray Andesite/Diorite 38 31.1

  
Andesite/Diorite and
crushed quartz 21 17.2

 Indeterminate Andesite/Diorite 1 0.8

 Mancos Gray Andesite/Diorite 2 1.6

 Moccasin Gray Andesite/Diorite 15 12.3

 Plain gray Andesite/Diorite 8 6.6

  
Andesite/Diorite and
crushed quartz 4 3.3

Upper
San Juan Plain gray Angular quartz/feldspar 1 0.8

  Quartzite/Granite 3 2.5

 Rosa Gray Angular quartz/feldspar 22 18.0

  Medium sand 1 0.8

  Quartzite/Granite 3 2.5

 Rosa Neckbanded Angular quartz/feldspar 2 1.6

Total   122 100.0

Table 3-27.  Tempering Material for Gray Ware from
5LP379
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Tradition Ceramic Type Form Part n %

Indeterminate Indeterminate red Indet. Body 1 0.5

Pueblo I style    
black-on-white Bowl Rim 1 0.5

Northern             
San Juan Abajo Red-on-orange Bowl Body 4 2.2

Rim 2 1.1

Jar Body 3 1.6

Chapin              
Black-on-white Bowl Body 8 4.4

Reconstruct. 4 2.2

Rim 2 1.1

Jar Body 2 1.1

Ladle Body 1 0.5

Rim 1 0.5

Seed Jar Body 38 20.9

Rim 7 3.8

Piedra               
Black-on-white Bowl Body 1 0.5

Pre-Pueblo II     
black-on-white Bowl Body 13 7.1

Rim 13 7.1

Jar Body 10 5.5

San Juan Red Ware Bowl Body 18 9.9

Handle 1 0.5

Rim 5 2.7

Indeterm. Body 1 0.5

Indeterm. 2 1.1

Jar Body 7 3.8

Upper
San Juan

Piedra Black-on-
white Bowl Rim 1 0.5

Pre-Pueblo II     
black-on-white Bowl Body 1 0.5

Rim 1 0.5

Pueblo I style    
black-on-white Bowl Body 3 1.6

Rim 2 1.1

Jar Body 3 1.6

Seed Jar Rim 1 0.5

Rosa Black-on-white Bowl Body 24 13.2

Rim 1 0.5

Total 182 100.0

analysis as andesite/diorite includes a variety of crushed
diorite porphyry classification identified by variation in
mineralogical content.  Differentiation of these
mineralogical distinctions may be indicative of production
locale.  Although the term andesite/diorite was applied as
a blanket term during the analysis, reexamination of the
temper in Vessel 5, a Chapin Gray pitcher, indicates that
the crushed material in this sample lacks abundant dark
minerals typical of the andesite/diorite definition.  Rather,
the tempering material in Vessel 5 and probably most of
the Northern San Juan pottery from 5LP379 is a crushed
rock more accurately described as diorite porphyry.  From
the petrographic analysis and research, it was determined
that andesite is absent or rare in the diorite porphyry
outcropping in the southwestern Colorado area.  The dark
minerals that are present in the crushed rock (diorite
porphyry) temper include biotite, augite, and pyribole.

The angular quartz/feldspar temper identified in the
Upper San Juan sherds is probably derived from local
sands originating from a decomposing granite-derived
sandstone.  In contrast to the small percentage of sand-
tempered sherds, the quartz/feldspar grains are
distinctively angular fragments including milky quartz
and translucent feldspar minerals.  The quartz sand
temper is rounded, lacking translucent feldspar material.

Decorated Ware

Decorated ceramics, including white and red ware,
comprise 8 percent of the assemblage from 5LP379.
Typeable ceramics include Chapin Black-on-white, Piedra
Black-on-white, Rosa Black-on-white, and Abajo Red-on-
orange.  Following the same trend as the gray ware
sherds, most of the decorated ceramics are Northern San
Juan tradition, comprising 79 percent of the decorated
assemblage.

Vessel forms include bowls (58 percent), jars (14 percent),
seed jars (25 percent), ladles (1 percent), and
indeterminate (2 percent).  Because the sherd count
includes multiple fragments from reconstructible vessels,
the percentages of some vessel forms may be inflated
compared to the actual number of pots.  Specifically, four
complete or reconstructible Chapin Black-on-white vessels
were identified, including three bowls and one seed jar.
These vessels are described in detail below.

As indicated in Table 3-28, Abajo Red-on-orange sherds
include the remains of at least one bowl and one jar.  Bowl,
jar, ladle, and seed jar forms are included in the Chapin
Black-on-white sherds.  Piedra Black-on-white and Rosa
Black-on-white sherds were all identified as bowl fragments.

In contrast to the utility ware assemblage, evidence of
use wear is sparse in the decorated assemblage.  Soot
was identified on two Northern San Juan pre-Pueblo II
black-on-white sherds.  Although soot is frequently
associated with cooking pots, the presence of soot on two
decorated bowl sherds does not equate directly with a
functional interpretation.  Rather, the soot on these two
fragments is likely post-depositional.

Compared to the gray ware assemblage, postfiring
modifications are more rare on the decorated fragments;
only three drill holes were identified.  Thus, it appears
that the focus of ceramic tool and specialty item
production from sherd fragments was on the gray ware
pottery.

Tempering material follows the same trends identified
for the gray ware assemblage (see Table 3-29).  Northern
San Juan decorated sherds have temper identified as
either andesite/diorite or crushed rock.  The same issues
concerning the term andesite/diorite and the variation
in diorite porphyry discussed above for the gray ware
assemblage also apply to the decorated pottery.  Although
Northern San Juan temper was identified during the low-

Table 3-28.  Vessel Form and Part for Decorated
Ceramics from 5LP379
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powered microscopic analysis as andesite/diorite, the lack
of andesite in the crushed rock is characteristic of the
ceramics from 5LP379.  Variation in the mineralogical
components of the crushed rock temper may be indicative
of production locales.  This issue is discussed in greater
detail below for the petrographic sample.

tradition for producing ceremonial items.  The vessel
forms commonly include pipes, effigies, and miniature
vessels.  As shown in Table 3-30, the 5LP379 assemblage
includes 3 pipes (cloudblower shape), 1 lateral spout
effigy, 1 miniature ladle, 1 miniature necked jar, 1 pot
lid or stopper, 74 fired clay pellets, and a jar rim.  The
cloudblowers, lateral spout effigy, and miniature necked
jar are described in detail below as part of the whole or
reconstructible vessel assemblage.  Although the lateral
spout effigy presented a challenging piece for vessel
interpretation, the 74 fired clay pellets are probably more
unusual.  As shown in Figure 3-39, one of the
cloudblowers has detailed incised and punctate
decorations on the exterior.  The pellets are all a uniform
shape and size that may have been produced by a child
during a vessel production session at the site or by a
potter as a means of testing a new clay source.

Table 3-29.  Tempering Material in Decorated
Ceramics from 5LP379

Ceramic
Series Ceramic Type Temper n %

Indeterm. Indeterminate red Angular quartz/feldspar 1 0.5

Pueblo I style          
black-on-white Indeterminate 1 0.5

Northern    
San Juan Abajo Red-on-orange Andesite/Diorite 7 3.8

Crushed rock 2 1.1

Chapin Black-on-white Andesite/Diorite 22 12.1

Andesite/Diorite and
crushed rock 3 1.6

Crushed rock and sand 38 20.9

Piedra Black-on-white
Andesite/Diorite and
crushed rock 1 0.5

Pre-Pueblo II           
black-on-white Andesite/Diorite 15 8.2

Andesite/Diorite and
crushed rock 10 5.5

Andesite/Diorite and
crushed rock 1 0.5

Crushed rock 1 0.5

Andesite/Diorite and
quartz/feldspar 8 4.4

Andesite/Diorite and
quartz/feldspar 1 0.5

San Juan Red Ware Andesite/Diorite 23 12.6

Andesite/Diorite and
crushed rock 9 4.9

Crushed rock 2 1.1

Upper        
San Juan Piedra Black-on-white Medium sand 1 0.5

Pre-Pueblo II
black-on-white Angular quartz/feldspar 2 1.1

Pueblo I style
black-on-white Angular quartz/feldspar 8 4.4

Medium sand 1 0.5

Rosa Black-on-white Angular quartz/feldspar 2 1.1

Angular quartz/feldspar
and sand 22 12.1

Medium sand and mica 1 0.5

Total 182 100.0

With the exception of three sherds having rounded sand
temper, most of the Upper San Juan White Ware is
tempered with angular quartz/feldspar derived from a
granitic source.  Identification of this material as a
quartz/feldspar falls in line with other studies in the
Durango area, for which tempering material was
identified as crushed quartz (e.g., Allison 1995).
Geologically, these designations describe the locally
available granitic rocks in the Durango area and along
the Animas River east into the Upper San Juan area.

Specialty Items

The third ware classification identified in the assemblage
is a number of Rosa Brown specialty items.  As indicated
by Wilson and Blinman (1993) and Eddy (1966), Rosa
Brown was a continuation of the Sambrito Utility

Table 3-30.  Vessel Forms for Specialty Items from
5LP379

Figure 3-39.  Cloudblower with incised and punctate
decorations from 5LP379.

Ceramic
Series Ceramic Type Vessel Form Vessel Part n %

Upper        
San Juan Rosa Brown Clay pellets Not applicable 74 90.2

Jar Rim 1 1.2

Lateral spout
effigy

Complete or
reconstructible 1 1.2

Miniature ladle Handle 1 1.2

Miniature necked
jar

Complete or
reconstructible 1 1.2

Pipe
Complete or
reconstructible 3 3.7

Pot lid/stopper Complete 1 1.2

Total   82 100.0

26.5.1

0          1           2 cm

All of the Rosa Brown items were produced with an
alluvial clay containing abundant silt that was used as a
natural tempering material.  The lateral spout effigy,
miniature necked jar, and jar rim has sand grains along
with the silt.
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Whole or Reconstructible Vessels

A total of 13 whole or reconstructible vessels were
recovered from 5LP379 (Table 3-31).  Both Northern San
Juan and Upper San Juan vessels were identified
including Chapin Gray, Chapin Black-on-white and Rosa
Brown.  Most of the vessels show little use wear
suggesting that they had a short use life.  In addition to
the whole or reconstructed vessel assemblage curated
from the site, four pots were stolen from the site during
fieldwork.  Plaster casts of the vessel’s impressions left
in the soil were made.  Vessel information was taken from
the plaster castes and when available the crew chiefs
notes, but because temper could not be examined, the
vessels could not be assigned to a specific ceramic
tradition or type.  It could be determined, however, that
they were contemporaneous with the rest of the
assemblage.  Because only a small portion of the vessel
was cast, limited vessel information could be retrieved.

Vessel 1

Vessel 1 is a partial Chapin Black-on-white seed jar
tempered with crushed rock and sand.  The exterior
surface is plain and painted and the interior surface is
plain.  Designs are executed in a mineral pigment and
are located on the shoulder of the vessel.  The design is
simple and consists of four to five isolated empty
rectangles encircling the rim (Figure 3-40).  Each
rectangle is subdivided into five sections.  A set of two
drill holes was identified near the rim.  Since the drill
holes are located near the rim and occur on the same
vessel fragment, the drill holes were probably used to
suspend the pot or to secure a lid.  Because the vessel is
fragmented, very little use wear could be identified.
Basal abrasion is minimal, but interior and exterior

vessel attrition is non-existent.  The basal abrasion is
probably due to placing the jar on a hard surface.  Because
no sooting or oxidation was noted on either surface, the
vessel was probably used for serving or storage.

Vessel Diameter Measurements
(cm)

No. PD.Bag Type Form H Rim Orifice Max Frag.
Count

Wt.
(g)

Status/
% Present

1 29.4.1-4,
62.1.6-7,
63.4.18

Chapin B/w Seed jar -- 12 12 -- 34 313.2 NR/50

2 25.6.1,
23.4.1

Chapin B/w Bowl 7.5 18.2 18.2 18.2 14 435.1 R/80

3 25.7.1 Chapin B/w Bowl 10.3 16.3 16.3 16.3 10 534.9 R/80

4 23.3.1 Chapin B/w Bowl 9 17.3 17.3 17.3 6 335.5 NR/70

5 23.4.2 Chapin Gray Pitcher -- 10 10 -- 71 454.9 NR/50

6 16.10.1 Rosa Brown Miniature
necked jar

9 2.3 2.3 7.7 1 337.4 C/97

7 23.5.1 Rosa Brown Lateral spout
effigy

5.3 NA NA 8.5 x 7 1 184.5 C/100

8 25.4.1 Rosa Brown Cloudblower 6 1.8 1.8 NA 1 40.0 C/100

9 24.3.1 Rosa Brown Cloudblower 3.6 1.7 1.7 NA 1 19.2 C/100

10 23.12.1 Chapin gray
style

Jar 12 10 -- 18 -- -- S/U

11 23.13.1 Chapin gray
style

Seed jar 18 -- -- -- -- -- S/U

12 23.11.1 Chapin gray
style

Globular
necked jar

18.5 15 15 24 -- -- S/U

13 23.2.1 Indeterminate
ware

Bowl or      
seed jar

19 -- -- 14 -- -- S/U

R = Reconstructed; C = Complete; NR = Not reconstructed; S = Stolen during excavation; U = Unknown

Table 3-31.  Whole or Reconstructible Vessels Recovered from 5LP379

Figure 3-40.  Sherd fragments from Vessel 1 showing
the painted designs on the exterior surface of this

Chapin Black-on-white seed jar.

0            2            4 cm

Vessel 2

Vessel 2 is a nearly complete Chapin Black-on-white bowl
(Figure 3-41) tempered with crushed rock and sand.  The
exterior surface is plain and the interior is plain and
painted.  The decoration is executed in a mineral pigment
and consists of center-oriented designs including several
isolated motifs.  A solid oval with ticks is located in the
center bottom of the bowl.  On opposite sides of the bowl
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and pendant from the rim is located a set of three nested
linear half circles encircling a solid half circle.  The third
motif is located between the pendant designs below the
rim on opposite sides of the vessel.  It consists of a set of
four linear circles of which the outer ring is ticked.  Very
little use wear was noted on Vessel 2.  Slight oxidation is
located on the interior and exterior surface.  The ring of
soot normally associated with cooking pots is not present
on the bowl; therefore, the vessel was most likely used
for serving and/or storage purposes.

Vessel 3

Vessel 3 is a Chapin Black-on-white bowl tempered with
crushed rock and sand.  The vessel is lightly polished on
both surfaces and painted on the interior.  The designs
are executed in a mineral pigment and are center
oriented.  The design consists of two sets of three
individual motifs (Figure 3-42).  A set of four nested linear

rectangles is located below the rim.  The exact same motif
is located on the opposite side of the bowl.  The second
motif consists of four concentric circles located next to
the rectangles.  Again, the same motif is located on the
opposite side of the bowl.  Located in between the circle
and rectangle motifs are three open triangles descending
down to a small solid triangle.  The triangles are pendant
from the rim.  Very little vessel attrition was noted.
Thermal spalls were noted on the exterior base, but
because the patination over the spalls is the same as the
rest of the pot, it is likely that the spalling occurred
during the initial firing of the vessel.  Sporadic sooting
is located on the interior surface and does not resemble
cooking soot patterns.  Thus, this sooting probably
occurred when the structure burned upon abandonment.

Vessel 4

Vessel 4 is another Chapin Black-on-white bowl tempered
with crushed rock.  Both surfaces are lightly polished
and the interior surface is decorated.  Designs are
executed in a mineral paint.  The vessel was fired poorly
in the initial firing causing a friable paste texture.
Because the vessel fired poorly, the pigment did not
adhere to the vessel walls, consequently the design could
not be distinguished.  Because the vessel is soft and
friable, use wear accumulated quicker than on a pot that
is less friable; therefore, the amount of use wear present
does not accurately reflect the actual amount of use the
pot received.  Abrasion is present on the interior base
and striations parallel to the rim are located in patches
on both surfaces above the base.  The abrasion indicates
that the vessel was placed on a hard surface, and the
striations were probably created when the contents were
scooped out or the interior was cleaned.  Minor amounts
of sooting are present on the exterior base, but no
distinguishable pattern could be detected; therefore, the
sooting probably occurred during the house fire.

Vessel 5

Vessel 5 is a small Chapin Gray pitcher tempered with
crushed rock.  Because only 50 percent of the vessel was
identified, it was not reconstructed.  No sooting or
abrasion was noted on the sherds from Vessel 5.  In
addition, the base could not be identified; therefore, it
could not be determined whether the vessel was used as
cooking pot or used for other purposes.  Because no use
wear was identified, Vessel 5 was probably kept in reserve
and not used during the occupation of the structure.
Therefore, the vessel is one of the youngest pots in the
assemblage.

Vessel 6

Vessel 6 is a nearly complete Rosa Brown miniature
necked seed jar (Figure 3-43) that is self-tempered.
Unobliterated coils are evident on the interior indicating
that the vessel was not created as a pinch pot.  Temper
pedestalling and abrasion was evident on the exterior
base suggesting that the vessel was placed on a hard
surface.  In addition, sooting is located near the base,

Figure 3-41.  Chapin Black-on-white bowl, Vessel 2,
from 5LP379.

0              5             10 cm

25.6.59

Figure 3-42.  Chapin Black-on-white bowl, Vessel 3,
from 5LP379.

0              5             10 cm
25.7.58
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but the sooting lacks patterning associated with a cooking
pot.  Therefore, the sooting probably occurred during the
initial firing of the pot.  Because the soot is not the
product of cooking food or boiling water, it is probable
that the vessel was used for storage or serving.

Vessel 7

Vessel 7 is a small Rosa Brown lateral spout effigy
tempered with silt and sand.  The vessel is highly
unusual, and its function can only be guessed at.  The
vessel measures 8.5 x 7 x 5.3 cm, is roughly bird shaped,
and has a soft fracture.  A small thumb-sized depression
and two knobs located on either side of depression were
noted on the top of the vessel (Figure 3-44).  The longest
axis of the effigy has an opening that runs the length of
the vessel horizontally and opens on the other end of the
vessel.  One opening is wider than the other.  On the
short axis of the effigy are lug wing-like handles, one on
each side.  The lugs, knobs, and depression appear to be
decorative.  Because the opening goes all the way through
the vessel, it is unlikely that the vessel stored or
dispensed foodstuffs or liquids.  It is possible that the
vessel may be an elaborate pipe where the substance was
packed into the larger opening and inhaled through the
smaller opening at the other end.  The lugs on the side
would allow the participant to hold the vessel
comfortably.  No use wear was noted on this vessel.

Vessel 8

Vessel 8 is a complete Rosa Brown cloudblower (Figure
3-45) that was self-tempered with silt naturally present
in the alluvial clay source.  The pipe measures 6 cm in
length and shows little use.  Slight abrasion and chipping
was noted on the pipe opening, which probably occurred
from packing the pipe.  No other use wear was noted.

0            2            4 cm

Figure 3-43.  A Rosa Brown miniature necked seed jar,
Vessel 6, from 5LP379.

16.10.5

0            2            4 cm

Figure 3-44.  Rosa Brown lateral spout effigy, Vessel 7,
from 5LP379.

23.5.1

0          1           2 cm

25.4.1

Figure 3-45.  Rosa Brown cloudblowers from 5LP379;
Vessel 8 (top) and Vessel 9 (bottom), actual size.

24.3.64

Vessel 9

Vessel 9 is a second complete Rosa Brown cloudblower
(Figure 3-45) that was self-tempered with silt naturally
present in the alluvial clay source.  The cloudblower is
half the size (3.6 cm) of Vessel 8.  The pipe shows the
same use wear as Vessel 8.  Slight abrasion and chipping
was noted on the pipe opening, which most likely occurred
from packing the pipe.  No other use wear was identified.

Vessels 10-13

Vessels 10 through 13 were stolen during excavation.  In
order to preserve some of the information of the missing
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vessels, plaster casts were made of the vessel impressions
in the soil.  Because only a small part of the vessel left
an impression, information regarding ceramic type and
series and a detailed vessel function analysis could not
be conducted.  Three of the vessels are most likely Chapin
Gray style pots from either the Northern San Juan or
Upper San Juan tradition.  Because so little of the fourth
vessel was left, ware or type could not be determined.

Based on the lack of surface manipulation, it is likely
that Vessel 10 is a Chapin Gray style jar.  The vessel had
a height of 12 cm, a maximum diameter of 18 cm and a
rim diameter of 10 cm.  Use wear information could not
be determined from the plaster cast.  Vessel 11 is probably
a small Chapin Gray style seed jar with a maximum
diameter of 14.5 cm at the shoulder and a height of 18
cm.  Use wear information could not be obtained from
the plaster cast.  Vessel 12 is most likely another Chapin
Gray style globular necked jar.  The vessel has a height
of 24 cm, a maximum diameter of 18.5 cm at the shoulder
and a minimum rim diameter of 15 cm.  Use wear
information could not be determined from the plaster cast.

Only the lower half of the Vessel 13 could be cast;
therefore vessel type could not be confidently determined.
Based on the body shape, the vessel could either be a
seed jar or a bowl.  If the vessel was a bowl, then it may
have been decorated, but the decoration could not be
determined from the plaster cast.  Because the vessel
shape could not be determined, the vessel may be a gray
ware or white ware; therefore, a stylistic type was not
assigned.  The vessel has a maximum diameter of 19 cm
and a minimum height of 14 cm.  Use wear information
could not be obtained from the plaster cast.

Oxidation Analysis

A sample of 71 sherds (Table 3-32) was selected from
5LP379 for oxidation analysis, representing an 18 percent
subset of the temper and tradition analysis sample.  After
the oxidized colors were recorded using a Munsell Soil
Color Chart, Munsell colors were sorted into buff-firing
(Color Groups 1, 2, and 3), yellowish red-firing (Color
Groups 4 and 5), and red-firing (Color Groups 6 and 7)
clay groups.  Based on principles of clay mineralogy, iron
content in clays, and the reaction of clays to high
temperatures in an oxidizing atmosphere (see Shepard
1956), the distributions shown in Figure 3-46 reflect clay
resource selection.  By consistently oxidizing sherds and
raw clays (e.g., 900o C for 30 minutes), homogenized colors
classified as buff, yellowish red, or red may be compared
to discuss clay selection in general terms.

Although the oxidation pattern shown in Figure 3-46 is
similar to that identified for 5LP203, fewer of the 5LP379
Northern San Juan ceramics refired to buff colors.  This
difference between the two assemblages may be a
reflection of differing clay selection regimes among sites
in the Durango area.  When the distribution of colors by
ware for each tradition is examined, further differences
between the two assemblage are evident (Figure 3-47).
The Northern San Juan White Ware closely follows that

Table 3-32.  Oxidation Analysis Sample for 5LP379
Tradition Ware Ceramic Type n %

Northern San Juan Gray Chapin Gray 15 21.1

  Moccasin Gray 5 7.0

 White Chapin Black-on-white 10 14.1

  Piedra Black-on-white 1 1.4

  Pre-Pueblo II black-on-white 13 18.3

Upper San Juan Gray Plain gray 1 1.4

  Rosa Gray 14 19.7

  Rosa Neckbanded 2 2.8

 White Piedra Black-on-white 1 1.4

  Pre-Pueblo II black-on-white 1 1.4

  Rosa Black-on-white 3 4.2

  Pueblo I style black-on-white 5 7.0

Total   71 100.0
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Figure 3-47.  The distribution of oxidized colors for
refired sherd by tradition and ware from 5LP379.

Figure 3-46.  The distribution of oxidized colors for
refired sherds by ceramic tradition from 5LP379.
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same refired color distribution as both Upper San Juan
wares.  This pattern is a sharp contrast to the 5LP203
assemblage for which the Northern San Juan White Ware
oxidized exclusively to buff color group 1.  Also evident
in Figure 10 is the high percentage of Northern San Juan
Gray Ware that refired to buff color groups 1 and 2.  Given
that these data reflect clay selection, it appears that clay
selection for Northern San Juan Gray Ware from 5LP379
focused almost exclusively on buff firing clays.

This pattern may be interpreted several ways depending
on production of Northern San Juan ceramics at 5LP379
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or Northern San Juan ceramics representing nonlocal
pottery at the site.  Considering that Northern San Juan
ceramics comprise 60 percent of the temper analysis
sample, it is likely that some (if not all) of the Northern
San Juan pottery was produced at 5LP379 or the local
area.  If nonlocal Northern San Juan Gray Ware pottery
is present in the assemblage, it is possible that the large
percentage of buff-firing gray ware represent some vessels
brought into the area from communities to the west.  As
indicated for the 5LP203 assemblage, a detailed clay and
temper resource study in the Durango and La Plata areas
would provide supportive data for some of these
suppositions.

Petrographic Analysis

Ten sherds from 5LP379 were petrographically examined
(Table 3-33). Three of the ten sherds are tempered with
a crushed dioritic rock characterized as porphyritic, with
phenocrysts predominantly of plagioclase, and some
quartz and variable mafic minerals (e.g., opaque,
hornblende, biotite, augite, pyribole) in a seriate mosaic
microgranular groundmass of plagioclase, quartz, and
potassium feldspar. All three sherds, a Piedra Black-on-
white, a Pre-Pueblo II Black-on-white, and a Chapin
Black-on-white, each contain a different type of dioritic
temper. The dioritic temper in the Chapin Black-on-white
sherd closely resembles the dioritic sherds from 5MT5458
in that it contains significant amounts of opaque
minerals, whereas the augite -bearing Piedra Black-on-
white and Pre-Pueblo II Black-on-white sherds more
closely resemble the sherds from 5LP203. The Chapin
Black-on-white sherd contains granitic temper as well
as diorite porphyry. The granite particles in this sherd,
however, may be naturally included in the clay.

granitic sherds are classified as granite. Four of these
sherds contain significant amounts of altered plagioclase
crystals. The remaining granitic sherd is classified as a
granodiorite-granite that also contains significant
amounts of altered plagioclase crystals. The remaining
sherd in this assemblage is a Rosa Gray that is tempered
with quartz-rich sand.

Chronology

Ceramic mean dates for the total assemblage are AD 704-
814 (mean = AD 759) by sherd count and AD 671-794
(mean = 732) by sherd weight.  Compared with the tree-
ring dates from the pit structure, the ceramic dates are
too early with only the late segment of the ranges
corresponding with the tree-ring dates. An examination
of tree-ring dates designated r or rB suggests that the pit
structure dates between roughly AD 788 and 816.  From
a ceramic standpoint, the middle Pueblo I period is
characterized by continued production of Chapin Black-
on-white and Chapin Gray, but with increasing production
of neckbanded vessels and Piedra Black-on-white style
designs.  Thus, the large number of Chapin Black-on-
white sherds from 5LP379 appears to pull the mean
ceramic ranges earlier, but does not necessarily indicate
an earlier occupation.  Because ceramic technology and
style are in a state of flux by the early 800s, ceramic mean
dates do not consistently provide a reliable indication of
site occupation.  Although Chapin Black-on-white was
considered in the initial mean date calculations,
elimination of the type produces mean ranges more
consistent with the tree-ring dates: AD 771-850 by sherd
count and AD 781-845 by sherd weight.   In this case, the
most diagnostic ceramic types include Moccasin Gray,
Mancos Gray, Rosa Neckbanded, Piedra Black-on-white,
Rosa Black-on-white, and Abajo Red-on-orange.

Summary

The ceramics from 5LP379 include various ceramic types
characteristic of an early to middle Pueblo I assemblage.
Typical of most early to middle Pueblo I assemblages,
production of Chapin Gray (plain surfaced gray ware)
continued as the primary utility ware along with Chapin
Black-on-white bowls with Basketmaker III style designs
(see Blinman and Wilson 1989).  Continuation of
Basketmaker style white and gray ware appears to pull
mean ceramic dates earlier for 5LP379.  As discussed
above, if Chapin Black-on-white is eliminated from the
mean date calculations, the ceramic range of AD 771 to
850 fits well within the range of tree-ring dates from
Structure 1.

Earlier work at 5LP379during the MAPCO produced a
very similar assemblage. A total of 1666 sherds and 10
whole or reconstructible vessels was recovered. Identified
types included Bluff Black-on-white, Moccasin Gray,
Chapin Gray, and Piedra Gray (Adams 1982b). Tree-ring
dates from the MAPCO pithouse indicate construction
after AD 831.  This date is somewhat later but close to
MAPL tree-ring cutting dates from the site, which fall
between AD 781 and 816.

Table 3-33. Petrographically Derived Temper Types for
Sherds from 5LP379

Specimen No. Ceramic Type Petrofacies Temper Mineralogy

84-4-1 Piedra B/w Dioritic Augite-Seriate Diorite Porphyry

89-3-3 Pre-Pueblo II B/w Dioritic Hornblende-Augite-Seriate
Diorite Porphyry

25-6-1 Chapin B/w Dioritic /
Granitic

Opaque- Hornblende -Seriate
Diorite Porphyry / Granitic

82-1-3 Rosa Gray Granitic Granite (Altered)

16-1-3 Chapin Gray Granitic Granite (Altered)

29-4-4 Chapin B/w Granitic Granodiorite-Granite (Altered)

29-2-4 Chapin Gray Granitic Granite

10-3-4 Chapin Gray Granitic Granite (Altered)

62-1-5 Pre-Pueblo II B/w Granitic Granite (Altered)

39-2-4 Rosa Gray Quartzose Quartzose

Six of the ten sherds are tempered with granitic sand or
are self-tempered with a granitic residual clay. These
sherds include one Rosa Gray, three Chapin Gray, one
Chapin Black-on-white, and one Pre-Pueblo II Black-on-
white. By computing the amounts of monomineralic
quartz, plagioclase, and potassium feldspar, a rough
classification for the temper can be determined using the
IUGS classification of plutonic rocks. Five of the six
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Vessel use data from both the reconstructed pots and the
sherds indicate that the assemblage includes a typical
household repertoire of cooking, serving, and specialty
vessels.  Although gray ware cooking pots are absent from
the reconstructed vessels, the large number of gray ware
sherds and their associated use wear suggests that many
of the Chapin Gray vessels were used for cooking as well
as storage.  The number of cloudblowers, miniature
vessels, and the lateral spout effigy indicates that 5LP379
potters created special forms that may have been used
in ceremonies.

Finally, the oxidation and petrographic data indicate a
variable clay and temper resource selection strategy.  The
oxidation data, particular, are distinctively different from
the 5LP203 data with Northern San Juan Gray Ware
refiring primarily to buff colors.  This pattern contrasts
with 5LP203 for which the Northern San Juan Gray Ware
showed greater variability in clay selection.  With a
detailed resource study of the Dolores and La Plata areas
from a pottery production perspective, a greater context
for these data would be available.  Nonetheless, both the
petrographic and oxidation data suggest that pottery
production and local/regional interaction may have been
more complex than expected for Basketmaker III/
Pueblo I communities in the area.

Botanical Remains

Macrobotanical

Several hundred pieces of charred vegetal material were
recovered during excavations.  As can be seen from Table
3-34, most of these were from corn (Zea mays) plants.
Lesser amounts of wild plant foods such as Chenopidium
sp. and Descurainia sp. were observed.  Construction and
fuel wood were represented by juniper, oak and pinyon
pine.

Pollen

Five pollen samples were evaluated from 5LP379. Three
of these were pollen washes and two were soil samples.
Only two of the samples (PD 24.73 and 24.87pw)
contained pollen counts. Both of these samples contained
moderate to high sagebrush values (28.0 and 50.0%). The
lower sagebrush value (24.87) corresponded to a high
pinyon pine value (35%). Both records had a low Juniper
value. These samples suggest that the prehistoric
environment at the time that the site was occupied was
characterized by a sagebrush scrubland plant community
with scattered pinyons. This type of environment is
present in the site area today as well.

Economic taxa present in both pollen records included
beeweed and parsley. Maize and cholla were present in
the scanning of sample 23.65pw, which is one of the three
samples that did not yield sufficient pollen for counts.
Shrubs or herbaceous plants of the Cheno-am group were
present in both samples but the values were moderately

Table 3-34.  Macrobotanical Remains from 5LP379
PD.Bag Family Genus species Part Quantity

Combined

61.1 CHAM Chenoam seed 3

81.3 Chenoam seed 3
72.3 Chenoam seed 5

51.1 CHEN Chenopodium sp. testa 4

72.3 Chenopodium sp. seed 1

81.3 COMP Artemisia sp. achene 1
81.3 Unid achene 1

61.1 CRUC Descurainia sp. seed 1

73.1 Descurainia sp. seed 1

23.62 CUPR Juniperus sp. leaflet 1
72.3 Juniperus sp. leaflet 1

80.3 Juniperus sp. seed 1

84.1 Juniperus sp. branch/stem 1

44.1 Juniperus sp. branch/stem 20
81.3 Juniperus sp. branch/stem 2

81.3 FAGA Quercus sp. branch/stem 2

73.1 GRAM Oryzopsis hymenoides caryopsis 2

74.1 GRAM Zea mays cupule 14
74.1 Zea mays glume 1

81.3 Zea mays cupule 7

72.3 Zea mays cupule 16

73.1 Zea mays cupule 16
73.1 Zea mays glume 2

73.1 Zea mays kernel 5

24.80 Zea mays cupule 5

19.4 Zea mays kernel 2
43.5 Zea mays kernel 1

23.46 Zea mays rachis 5

23.46 Zea mays cupule 2

23.46 Zea mays kernel 10
87.4 Zea mays kernel 20

23.10 Zea mays kernel 39

25.11 Zea mays rachis 2

85.5 Zea mays kernel 101
84.1 Zea mays kernel 182

26.45 Zea mays kernel 102

202.4 Zea mays kernel 100

65.4 Zea mays kernel 135
65.4 Zea mays cupule 9

26.18 Zea mays kernel 303

39.4 Zea mays rachis 8

39.4 Zea mays kernel 15
24.50 Zea mays rachis 40

24.50 Zea mays cupule 32

44.1 Zea mays ear 2

44.1 Zea mays rachis 14
44.1 Zea mays rachis/cupule 38

44.1 Zea mays kernel 189

72.3 PINA Pinus edulis needle 2

44.1 Pinus edulis nutshell 1
44.1 Pinus sp. branch/stem 9

61.1 PORT Portulaca sp. seed 1

73.1 Portulaca sp. seed 3

24.80 ROSA Prunus virginianus endocarp 1
61.1 SOLN Nicotiana sp. seed 1

72.3 Physalis/Solanum sp. seed 1

73.1 Physalis/Solanum sp. seed 1

69.1 UNID Unid unid 6
51.1 Unid bark 1

51.1 Unid unid 5

61.1 Unid unid 14

74.1 Unid unid 1
23.62 Unid unid 4

81.3 Unid unid 9

72.3 Unid unid 2

73.1 Unid unid 14
24.80 Unid unid 178

44.1 Unid branch/stem 1

81.3 Unid branch/stem 1

low. It is unclear whether these plants were exploited
for cultural use. In conclusion, the economic taxa present
in the pollen samples from .5LP379 consist of four types.
The beeweed and parsley family plants were probably
gathered in the summer. The cholla indicates a spring
gathering activity and the maize implies late spring
through fall activities. Based on this information in
conjunction with the artifactual assemblage at 5LP379,
the site was most likely occupied on a year-round basis.
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Textiles and Basketry
by Laurie Webster

Introduction

Examples of coiled basketry, plaited and twined sandals,
yucca cordage, feather-wrapped cordage, and a small
broom were preserved at 5LP379.  All items are carbonized
and came from the burned pithouse Structure 2.  The
textile and basketry remains are summarized in Table 3-
35.  Provenience distributions are shown in Table 3-36.

Basketry

Coiled Basketry

The pithouse yielded two carbonized samples of coiled
basketry (see Table 3-37).  These are part of the same
basket, probably the remains of a tray. Now almost
completely dissociated, the fragments, when found, formed
a 10 x 25 cm arc-shaped piece on the floor (Figure 3-48).
The fragments are close coiled with non-interlocking
stitches on a bunched, two-rod-and-bundle foundation
(Figure 3-49). The rods and stitches are probably sumac
(Rhus trilobata), and the bundles, yucca (Yucca sp).

Sandals

Plaited Sandals

Six samples containing the carbonized remains of plaited
sandals were recovered from Pitstructure 2 (PD/Bags
22.1, 23.6, 23.17, 24.2, 24.6, 30.4).  Some may be pieces
of the same object.  All are made of unprocessed
narrowleaf yucca leaves (Yucca angustissima) and are
woven in 2/2 twill interlacing (Figure 3-50).  Fabric
density is 3-3.5 elements per cm.  Two of the samples

Table 3-35.  Textile and Basketry Artifacts from 5LP379 by PD Number

PD/Bag Object type Raw material Fabric, basket, or cordage
structure

Dimensions of object or
largest fragment/cm

Counts/cm Comments

22.1 Plaited sandal Yucca leaf 2/2-twill interlacing L 4.0, W 1.7 3 elements Carbonized;  one intact fragment and
dissociated elements; 90º self selvage

23.6 Plaited sandal? Yucca leaf 2/2-twill interlacing L 5.0, W 4.5 3 elements Carbonized; one intact fragment and
dissociated elements

23.17 Plaited sandal Yucca leaf 2/2-twill interlacing L 10.0, W 5.0, H 0.5
(mass of fragments)

3 elements Carbonized; poor condition; mostly dissociated
elements

23.40 Feather-wrapped
cordage (remains
of feather blanket?)

Yucca fiber,
turkey feather
quills

2s-Z L 10.5, W 8.0, H 1.5
(mass of cordage)

N/a Carbonized; cordage coated with a burnt
organic substance from melted feathers;
remains of quills;  possible remains of twining

23.49 Pine needle broom Yucca fiber,
ponderosa pine
needles

2s-Z, square knot L 10.0, W 3.5, Th 2.0 3.3 wraps Carbonized; complete; needles bound with 10
wraps of yucca cordage,  tied with square knot

24.2 Plaited sandal Yucca leaf, yucca
fiber

2/2-twill interlacing; 2s-Z
cordage

L 6.0, W 5.0 3 elements Carbonized; well-preserved fragment; sandal
tie fused to surface

24.6 Plaited sandal Yucca leaf 2/2-twill interlacing L 15.7, W 9.0, Th 2.0 3.5 elements Carbonized; approx 75% complete; intact
cupped heel and 90º self selvages

24.37

Twined sandal Yucca fiber Toe zone: 2/2 twining, warps
single; Midsole: 1/1 twining and
weft wrap; Heel zone: 1/1
twining, plain weave, and
interwarp wraps;

2(2z-S)Z and 3(2s-Z)S cordage

L 11.0, W 8.5 3 warps, 20
wefts

Carbonized; approx 50% complete; includes
portions of rounded toe, midsole, heel zone
with raised designs, sandal ties; heel finish
missing; original size approx L 23 x W 8.5 cm

24.55 Coiled basket Sumac rods and
stitches, yucca
bundles

Close coiling, non-interlocking
stitches, two-rod-and-bundle
foundation, bunched

L 8.0, W 7.0, H 1.0

(mass of elements)

4.5 sts,

? coils

Carbonized; dissociated elements; part of same
object as 50.1

30.4 Plaited sandal?,
cordage

Yucca leaf, yucca
fiber

2/2-twill interlacing; 2(2z-S)Z
cordage

L 2.0, W 1.6 3.5 elements Carbonized; one tiny fragment of plaiting;
coarse cordage fragments may be sandal ties

50.1 Coiled basket Sumac rods and
stitches, yucca
bundles

Close coiling, non-interlocking
stitches, two-rod-and-bundle
foundation, bunched

L 8.0, W 12.5, H 1.0
(mass of elements)

4.5 sts, 2.5
coils

Carbonized; dissociated; part of same object as
24.55; original size of 24.55 and 50.1 together
approx. L 10 x W 25 cm; remains of basketry
bowl or jar

Table 3-36.  Textile and Basketry Artifacts from
5LP379 by Provenience

Pitsturcture 2
Provenience

Coiled
basket

Plaited
sandal

Twined
sandal

Cordage Feather-
wrapped
cordage

Pine
needle
broom

Total

bench 3 1 1 5

behind
wingwall

1 1 2

floor 2 2 1 5

Total 2 6 1 1 1 1 12

have 90∫ self selvages, and two contain the probable
remains of sandal ties.  Evidence regarding the method
of attachment is absent.

Table 3-37.  Attributes of Coiled Basketry from 5LP379
PD/
Bag #s

Basket
Structure

Portion(s)
Represented

Basket
Form

Stitch and Coil
Measurements

Comments

24.55,
50.1

Two-rod-
and-bundle
foundation,
bunched

Base or
wall

Tray? 4.5 stitches, 2.5
coils per cm

Fragments 25 cm
by 10 cm in situ

Figure 3-48.  Photograph of coiled basketry in situ.
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The best preserved example is PD/Bag 24.6, recovered
from the floor of the pithouse (see Figure 3-51).  This
represents approximately 75% of a plaited sandal with
two intact side selvages and a slightly cupped heel finish
(Figure 3-52).  The toe is missing, and there is a large
hole at the heel. The fragment is 15.7 cm long and 9.0
cm wide, and 2.0 cm thick at the heel end.  No sandal
ties are present, but PD/Bag  24.2, a fragment of 2/2
plaiting found nearby, may be part of this same sandal,
and it has a strand of 2s-Z yucca cordage fused to one
surface. When complete, this sandal probably resembled
the type illustrated by Deegan (1998:Fig. 4.17; see also
Morris 1980:Fig. 79b).  This style made its appearance
in Basketmaker III and grew in popularity thereafter.

PD/Bags 22.1, 23.6, and 23.17 were found on or just above
the west bench (Feature 100) and may be fragments of
the same plaited sandal.  PD/Bag 22.1 contains a small
sandal fragment with an intact selvage, 23.6 is a fairly
well preserved, plaited fragment lacking selvages (Figure
3-53), and 23.17 contains small fragments of plaiting.
Although it is conceivable that the latter two samples
are examples of 2/2-twill matting rather than sandals,
their thread counts (three per cm) match that of PD/Bag
22.1, suggesting that they were part of the same object.

Figure 3-49.  Line drawing of bunched two-rod-and-
bundle foundation with simple, non-interlocking

stitches, showing plan view and cross-section; after
Kidder and Guernsey 1919:Fig. 80.

Figure 3-50.  Line drawing of twill plaiting with 2/2
interval; after Adovasio 1977:Fig. 118.

Figure 3-51.  Photograph of plaited sandal, in situ.

Figure 3-52.  Photographic detail of plaited sandal.

0            2            4 cm

0            1             2 cm

Figure 3-53.  Photographic detail of 2/2 twill plaiting..

The final sample, PD/Bag 30.4, contains four strands of
coarse 2(2z-S)Z yucca cordage and a tiny piece of 2/2
plaiting.  The plaiting may be the remains of a sandal,
and the cordage, sandal ties.
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Twined Sandals

One incomplete, carbonized weft-twined sandal with a
rounded toe (PD/Bag 24.37) was found in the pithouse
(Figure 3-54).  The sandal is made with coarse yucca
warps (3z-S) and fine yucca wefts (2z-S).  Fragments
include a large piece of the midsection, the tip of the
rounded toe, an intact side selvage from the heel zone
with raised designs on the underside, and two fragments
of sandal ties. Thread counts are 3 warps and 20 wefts
per cm.  The sandal is approximately 50% complete.  The
largest piece is 11 cm long and 8.5 cm wide; the complete
sandal was probably about 23 x 8.5 cm.

Midsole.  The weave structure in this section
combines sequences of 1/1 twining and weft wrap over
single warps (Figures 3-56 and 3-57), producing a series
of lengthwise ridges on the sandal’s upper surface.  A
weaver was able to create colored geometric designs on
the upper surface of these sandals by wrapping wefts
around each other and around the warps at intervals
(see Deegan 1998:63; Fig. 5.6b; Kidder 1926:626-627,
Figs. 4a, f, g, 5, 7, 8).  The blackened condition of PD/Bag
24.37 makes it impossible to identify such designs, though
they may have been present.

0            2            4 cm

Figure 3-54.  Photograph of twined sandal fragments:
top, tip of rounded toe; center, midsole; lower left, heel

zone with raised designs; lower right, fragments of
sandal ties.

The weave structures of twined sandals are typically
discussed in terms of three main zones: the toe or forward
zone, the midsole, and the heel or rear zone:

Toe zone.  PD/Bag 24.37 contains evidence of a
rounded toe finish (shown at left in Figure 3-54).  In this
finish, rows of compact, two-strand, S-twist twining are
inserted in wedges over single warps, in the manner
shown in Figure 3-55.

Figure 3-55.  Line drawing of round toe construction;
from Deegan 1998:Fig. 5.28.

Figure 3-56.  Line drawing of two-strand, S-twist, 1/1
twining over single warps.

Figure 3-57.  Line drawing of weft wrap, showing
upper and lower faces.

Upper Face Lower Face
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Figure 3-59.  Line drawing of three-row sequence used
to construct raised designs.

Heel zone.  PD/Bag 24.37 contains portions of
the heel zone, but the actual heel finish is missing.  Raised
geometric patterns are present on the underside of the
sole (Figure 3-58).  The weaver produced these patterns
by repeating a sequence of three paired rows (Figure 3-
59): (1) a “knot bearer” row combining 1/1 twining with
“interwarp wraps,” in which the twining wefts make one
or more full turns around each other between the warps,
(2) a row of simple 1/1 twining, and (3) two rows of plain
weave (see Deegan 1998:56, Figs. 5.8a, 5.9a, 5.10 and
Kidder 1926:628, Fig. 8 for additional illustrations of this
technique).  Rows 2 and 3 acted to separate the “knot
bearer” rows and set them off in relief.

Pine Needle Broom

A carbonized bundle of pine needles wrapped with yucca
cordage (PD/Bag 23.49) came from the west bench
(Figures 3-60 and 3-61).  The needles, probably ponderosa
pine (Pinus ponderosa), are wrapped with approximately
10 turns of 2s-Z yucca fiber cordage, with the ends tied
in a square knot.   The object, which probably functioned
as a small broom, is 10.0 cm in length and roughly 3.5
cm in diameter. Elizabeth Ann Morris (1980:124, Fig. 82b)
illustrates a similar ponderosa pine needle broom from
an unidentified Basketmaker III site in the Prayer Rock
District.  In addition, Fewkes (1909:47, Fig. 30),
Nordenskold (1980 [1893]: XLVII), and Osborne
(1980:321, Fig. 388) illustrate several small yucca
brushes or brooms from later Mesa Verde cliff dwellings.

Figure 3-58.  Drawing of raised designs on underside
of heel.

Method of attachment.  The sandal does not
retain intact side or toe loops, so the method of attachment
cannot be determined.  Both types of loops were used on
round toe sandals (Deegan 1998:Figs 5.22, 5.29, 5.30).
PD/Bag 24.37 contains two loose pieces of yucca cordage
that are probably the remains of sandal ties and/or loops,
one with a configuration of 3[2(2z-S)Z]S and the other,
2(2z-S)Z.  This latter fragment is tied in an overhand knot
and may be the remains of a toe or side loop.

Feather Cordage

A mass of carbonized feather cordage was collected from
the pithouse.  PD/Bag 23.40 is a mass of 2s-Z yarns coated
with a burnt organic substance that is probably the
remains of melted turkey feather quills. One strand was
enclosed by a pair of fine twining yarns twisted S-wise,
suggesting that this is the remains of a twined turkey
feather blanket.

Figure 3-60.  Photograph of pine needle broom, in situ.

Figure 3-61.  Photograph of other surface of pine needle
broom, showing wrapped cordage.

0       1       2 cm
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Conclusions

The Pueblo I site of 5LP379 yielded a complement of textile
and basketry remains typical of Basketmaker III-Pueblo
I perishable material culture.  The coiled basketry, plaited
sandals, round-toe twined sandal, yucca cordage, feather
cordage or blanket, and pine needle broom are all items
reported from Basketmaker III sites in the Prayer Rock
District, demonstrating technological continuity well into
the Pueblo I period.  The presence of the round-toe sandal
confirms that this style maintained its popularity after
A.D. 700 (see Hays-Gilpin et al. 1998:36).

All of these items were carbonized and would most likely
not have otherwise been preserved.

Inorganics

Three inorganic samples were collected during the
excavations at 5LP379, all were identified as hematite.
One sample was obtained from the midden (Feature 1),
one from Pitstructure 2’s fill and one (containing 20
pieces) from Pitstructure 2’s floor area.

Summary of Anasazi Component

Site 5LP379 consists of two centrally located pithouses,
with a surface roomblock to the north and a midden to
the south.  The two pitstructures were used for a variety
of domestic and ceremonial activities. The roomblock was
utilized for storage as well as activities such as
flintknapping and food processing.  The midden was used
for dumping trash, but not apparently, for human burials.

The site was occupied for at least 32 years, between
approximately 807-839.  The first habitation to be built
was Pitstructure 2, constructed in about 807.  This house
was occupied for at least nine years, as shown by the
repairs made to its roof in about 816.  The second
habitation to be built was Pitstructure 1, constructed in
831.  This house was occupied for at least eight years, as
shown by the repairs made to its roof in 839.  These data
neither support nor refute the possibility that Pithouse
2 continued to be occupied even after Pithouse 1 was built.
The date of roomblock construction is not known.  Six
dendrochronological samples (from 1980 and 1999) all
yielded vv dates ranging from 727 to 822.  Therefore,
about all that can be said is that the roomblock was built
by at least sometime after 822.  This suggests it was
contemporaneous with Pithouse 1.  However, the
roomblock (or parts of it) could have been built
contemporaneously with Pitstructure 2 in about 807, and
remodeled sometime after 822.  In other words, the
roomblock could have been contemporaneously used with
one or both of the pithouses.

The two pitstructures reflect the stylistic changes that
occurred in pithouse architecture during the Pueblo I
period.  The earlier structure, Pithouse 2, was “D” shaped,
and contained a 3/4 bench and wingwalls.  These three

traits are reminiscent of earlier Basketmaker III
pithouses.  The later structure, Pithouse 1, was semi-
circular in shape and lacked both a bench and wingwalls.

The two pitstructures also shared a number of
architectural traits.  Each house contained four main post
supports arranged in a square configuration, a ventilator
system, a central hearth, a roof-top activity area, a large
warming pit containing a cobble, an adobe wall bin built
around the northwest support post, and one sealed and
one open sipapu.  (These last four traits actually suggest
that the two households were related and shared specific
ideas regarding household structure.)

The large number of recovered manos and metates
suggests that the cultivation, processing and
consumption of corn was of primary importance to the
inhabitants of the site.  This statement can be backed up
by the less than abundant faunal remains recovered from
the site.  It is most likely that agricultural products were
the primary nutrition source that was supplemented by
the occasional procurement of wild game.  Carbonized
corn kernels along with intact corncobs were found both
in the pithouses as well as the surface room areas.
Faunal remains were found in both areas as well but to
a lesser degree.  It is possible that animal protein was a
larger part of the diet than is evident since all areas of
the site have not been excavated and game processing
may have been conducted in an unexcavated extramural
area.

Determining the abandonment sequence at the site is
problematic, because we do not know exactly when either
of the pithouses was abandoned.  Both pithouses had been
catastrophically burned, with numerous artifacts (and
in the case of Pithouse 2 the body of a woman) lying on
the floor.  These fires were intentionally set, and were
not the accidental results of loose sparks escaping from
the hearths.  The unanswered question remains – were
both pithouses burned on the same day, sometime after
839, or were they burned on two separate occasions?  At
least two scenarios are possible, depending on the
assumptions made regarding when the structures were
abandoned.  Both scenarios start out by assuming that
in 807 a young Anasazi family built Pithouse 2.

The first scenario assumes that sometime prior to 831,
“outsiders” attacked the family of Pithouse 2 and killed
or drove them away.  These “outsiders” then burned the
pithouse.  In 831 (which could have been either the same
day or years later, depending on the date of the initial
attack), a group of people (either the attackers or other
people) arrived at the site and built Pithouse 1.  Sometime
after 839, either these people or another group of
“outsiders” burned Pithouse 1.  After this event, the site
was permanently abandoned.

The second scenario assumes that the family had a
daughter who reached adulthood by 831. At this time
she married and built her home next to her mother’s.
Subsequently, both families lived side-by-side until
sometime between 839 and about 850.  At this time,
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“outsiders” attacked the site, killed the daughter in her
parent’s home, drove the rest of the family off, and burned
both pithouses.  After this event, the site was
permanently abandoned.

Information gathered from archaeological survey on Blue
Mesa suggests that there was a very dense cluster of
contemporaneous Pueblo I habitations in this area.  The
rich loessic soils of the mesa top are ideal for dryland
farming due to their moisture-holding abilities.  The
presence of these ideal farming conditions created a
prehistoric land rush to the mesa where many habitations
were established in a small area.  Due to this population
clustering, conflict among neighbors was likely an
inevitable result.  This population cluster began about
the time that the prehistoric inhabitants were
abandoning the Ridges Basin vicinity in the early A.D.
800’s.  At this time there was a period of several years of
lessened rainfall around Durango.  This may have
prompted the inhabitants of Ridges Basin to leave the
area, which is characterized by thin patches of loess and
shale-derived soils for Blue Mesa’s thick layer of loess
and longer growing season.

MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS:
POTENTIAL FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The two known pithouses have been completely
excavated.  No additional pithouses are thought to exist.
The roomblock area has been partially excavated.  Work
in this area would probably yield additional information,
although preservation here is poor.  Likewise, the midden
has been partially excavated and work here would
probably yield some additional information.


